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legendary game designers Pike Eugene 
Jarvis and Rob Fufop for VGC, Gary works 
a 'real" job in which he has to hang out 
regular folks like Magic Johnson and ihe 
guys from American Chopper all day. Hey 
Gary, watch out for David H asselhoffl 

Greg WEEcox fends 
unraveled knowledge of 
the Japanese gaming 
scene |o us for another 
installment of Made 
i Japan. When not 

helping educate VGC 
readers on obscure 
treasures from the 
Land of the Rising Sun, 
Greg can be seen appiyi-ng his mastery of 
video game history to olher magazines and 
websites far and wide. 

Krishna Potts, another 
conlribulor wilh a scary 

1 knowledge df alt games 
Japanese, ts back with 

j her brand new advice 
I coEumn for gamers, Ask. 
I a 16-Bit Boss, written by 

her childhood friend, i&-tnt 
era boss Viga Cobos. 
Krishna's column: arrives 

just in time since gamers, as we all know, need 
all the advice they can get. 

SpecieE Thanks: 

Liz Jones 

Brien King 

Joe Santulli and the Digital Press crew 

Robed Mruczek 

David and Sheny Jones 

Mr Kelly R. Fiewin 
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tnt wmfy pKlinsr ft nice, bul wfial a wa&ta of good game storage space" 

; Vecirax ofl IHew wwMteg ragiElrv? 

Gel to know your 
peers! Visit websites 
like 
Atari Age. com and 
DtgilPress.com. 
Travel to conventions 
Sooner or later you'll 
come across 
somebody who has 
what you're looking 
For Those rmpossible- 
to- find games writ 
be yours if you don't 
give up! 

Wants: A mint Mega 
Man X3 manual; my 
box was somehow 
missing o*teF I'm also 
working on Japanese 
and European vari¬ 
ants of all Mega Man 
games, particularly CIS. 

Name: Steve Juon a, It.a MegaManFan (hare with Mrs. Mega Man Fan} 

Aga: 33 

Residence: Omaha, Nebraska 

Number of Games; Literally ihousands not counting label venations 
of Atari VCS games, and even more if you do' 

Number of Systems: At leas! 32 counting handhelds. I've got some 
real oddballs including a JVC X'Eye and a Banda! Wcmderswan! 

Collection Highlights: Rock man Strategy for PC (less than a dozen 
coptes known in (he US), Mega Man X3 (with mini box), 
Bounly Sab Strikes Back for 5200 (OB), A complete US NTSC NES caF 
lection including Stadium Events, and several rare boxed Atari VCS games 
(sadly the one colleoiion I may never complete) 

Best find In the wild: AVectrax with 20 games, overlays, instructions, 
carls and FOUR CONTROLLERS for $160. It sat untouched because most 
people had no idea how much oF a bargain that really was and when 
I found it I nearly wept for joy; unfortunately this was TWO DAVS 
BEFORE MY WEDDING and l didn't have time to buy ii, I went back the 
day after and it was GONE - BUT. s week later it had boon RETURNED 
because the previous owner DIDN'T LIKE THE BUZZING NOISE OR GAME' 
PLAY. 
Second lime's Ihe chami, I boughi it on ihe sped I <1 my Vecbex 

Words of Wisdom; 



1.000,000 lifecycleJ 
tested buttons and slicSH 

Publishing juggernaut EA returns to the vaults for a smattering of well-known properties aimed at specie platforms. 
Nintendo OS owners will use (lie stylus to build their own metropolis and blow out fires, literally, with the microphone In 
the handheld version of SimCity. Blocks of a different nature are arranged in Tetris for mobile phones, offering real-time 
multiplayer action complete with matchmaking and chat functions. Commend & Conquer 3 marches from PCs to Xlxut 300 

and PlayStation 3s, and tabletop RRG fe ns wilt get to see if Wartiammer Ondine has what it takas to slay the 
mighty World of WarCratt (or the mightier Hello Kitty Island Adventure). 

Sega has been paying attention to its retro roots as of late, finally realizing there ra more to the 
company's history than just a spunky btue hedgehog. A retooled Alien Syndrome is 
already on the shelves for both Wli and PSP, as is a new After Burner on PSPa and 
pians are in Ihe works to update several other classic franchises, including arcade 
hit Golden Axe. Sega's surprisingly cozy relationship with former rival Nintendo 
continues with strong support for the Wit's Virtual Console, an exclusive sequel to 
the Saturn's criticaKy acclaimed NiGHTS, arid fin Gfympic Games title featuring 
both Sonic and Mario PSP owners looking tor some cuh-ray-zea fun are sure 
to find il In Crazy Taxi: Fare Wars, an enhanced remake of both Crazy Taxi and 

Crazy Taxi 2 on Dreamcasi 

Activision has scaled 
back its game portfolio considerably, opting to 
focus its attention on key movie lia-ins and core franchises 
instead of revisiting classic titles or releasing additional compilations. Upcoming games for 2007 include Spider-Man 3, Trans¬ 
formers. and Shrek the Thud, alt of which are multi-platform releases. 

Has the PlayStation 3 already become a collectable? Due to consumer and retailer demand. Sony has cessed production of the 
20GB model end will focus solely on the (50GB version. 

Blink and you might miss it. Konamt is selling the arcade version of their Konami Live! Online Game Controllers for Si4,99 at 
their website. Similar to television plug and play units. Ihe Konami controller connects to your computer’s USB port and plays 

five lassie arcade tides including Time Pilot, Gyruss, Yie Ar Kung Fu, Scramble, 
and Contra. 

Microsoft earns (heir -Groat-but-Obscure Game Update’ badge 
by releasing Jelpac Reloaded on Xbox Live Arcade. The original 
Jetpac was released in 1$83 for the ZX Spectrum and could also 
be unlocked in Donkey Kang 64 far (he Nintendo 64. The new 
downtoadabteronly version features 128 levels and high-definition 
graphics The original classic is also available for play. 

Messiah Entertainment 
has released its tong- 
awaited Wireless Arcade 
Stick to the delight of 
NES fans everywhere. 
Features include Messiah's 
amazing wireless technol¬ 
ogy with a range of up to 30 
feet and heavy duty arcade 
style components including 
1,000.000 lifecycle tested 
buttons 

| and arcade 
Stick 

The common t-shirt has gone high-tech in a low-tech sort of way. 
ThlnkGeek.com is now offering an 'Animated Retro Table Tennis 
ShirT (read: Pong) that runs on two AAA batteries. Wear It to your 
local club's SO's night and you'll have to fight the chicks off with 
your matching Atari Joystick bell buckle. 

T-shirt: http;/Awww,thinkgeek.comftshirts/garnlngi8G31 / 
Belt Buckle: httpJAvww.nfisbucfde.com/buy_alari.php 
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Classic style. 

Latest technology, 



They even Qive you a 
piece of candy with (he 

lay, Just so you won't 
fee! so bad after 
you've opened up 
6 Donkey Kong’s hi 

a row. Pure genius 
Surprietrigly, hardly 
any products worth 
mentioning made it to 
North America. 

"Stage" figures have 
been around tor a 
while in Japan, though 

jusi recently they've 
been given some 

gaming love These 
are collectibtos you put 
together to form scenes, 

and the recent video 
game stage figures happen to be pretty faith¬ 
ful to their pixilated counterparts Namco and 
Nintendo even released smaHer sets through 
Banpresto that featured sound bytes from 
their respective games Nintendo's assort¬ 

ment deluded eahy classics tike Donkey 
Kong, SMS, ice Climber, and ZeWa. while 
the Named senes featured hits like Map- 

r py. Xavtous. and Dig Dug among others, 
The new Dot-S Sets from Tomylech lake 
the concept one step further by allowing 
you to make the scenes yourself pixel 
by pixel a la a Ute-Brile style pegboaia 
Congratulations Japan, you Just figured 
out how to do with plastic pegs what 
college students in toe US have been 
doing with poaWt notes for years 

It s a fact. 41 you collect video games, you collect any vid¬ 
eo game related junk, schwag, or lucre you can gat your 
hands on. You know you do. Ils just too much to pass up 
- an extra ten dollars for that exclusive tin case, or a five 
dollar pre-order so you can get that fold-out Lara poster. 
Alter at! - wha! kind of collector are you If you don't get 
The collector's edition? And yet tor some, that's just not 
good enough Soma must go beyond the gift bags and 

Game Stop promes, Enter 
j i lihe world of video game col- 

lectibles. Want to realty get 
*** *^ Enter the world of 
TVIV ^ 1 Japanese video game 
Ziij** -’X ooliecribtes. 

[ W£TjI If-7, Cffl The Japanese are eti 
Wl; - ■ f-s# about their mascot - 

if 

' J a mo it: -br li ion yen 
industry tor them 
(which is several 

. dollars in real 
' nl | money), inargu- 

ably the most 
a V j famous of all 

' - J videogame 
ric belt 

in Japan - or 
Pakistan tor 

that matter - is none other than Ma¬ 
rio. And white the best Mario collectibles made 
(or western consumption were packaged with 
Happy Meals in 1&&9, the Japanese have 
been making Mario collectibles since back 
when he was siill unetogging toilets. This 
issue we look at some of ihe best Mario 
Brothers related toys and whatnots on Ihe 
market right now. Whether you're a die hard 
collector or just need something to lock¬ 
out on your office desk, consider yourself 
covered. 

Between Mario Party, Mario Kart, and 
Mario's other various incarnations, there's 
plenty lor Nintendo to market - not to mention 
properties like Zetda. Meiroid, and Pikmm. among oth¬ 
ers. Lest year's release of New Super Mario Brothers 

on the DS, backed by a mar¬ 
keting push from Nintendo, 

paved Ihe way tor a 
brand new army of 
Nintendo branded col¬ 
lectibles to warp onto 
the scene. Many of 
the Smaller collectables 
sold in Japan are done 
so in the blind assort¬ 
ment ’candy toy" style 
if you're unfamiliar 
with this marketing 
technique, toe toys are 
packaged randomly 
into boxes that all 
share the same outer 

markings - so you don't 
actually know what you are 

purchasing. 



Enough Marla Brothers tor you? Fine, leFs grow up a brt. Japanese toy 
masters. Medicom Toy. hava boon at =t for years. They're basically the 
Hasbro of Japan - though geared more toward the adult collector. Medi¬ 
com is nospoasibFe for a number of products such as Real Aptian Heroes, 
Be@rbrick, Kubrick, and Vinyl Collection Dolis as well as a number of 
other lifestyle lines. They've been making toys of everything from Andy 
Warhol io To-Fu. so it should come es no surprise that they have a couple 
of video game toys in their catalog. 

Medioom Toy products are slowly gaining popularity outside of Japan 
due mainly io their unnvaied quality and faithfulness to detail - most 

notably (heir Kubrick and Be@rt>rick "block figure" lines (just dan’l 
k call them lego's). In 2005, Rockstar Games cotlaborated with 
■ Medicom Toy to produce a limited edition run of Grand Theft 
■ Auto HI Kubricks, Sold as a five piece set. and limited to 3,000 
■ pieces wold-wide, the Grand Theft Auto set was one of the 

first Kubrick sets made for a release outside of Japan. A 
JHl year later al (be San Diego Comic Con, Rockstar released 

I another set. this time for Grand Theft Auto: Vice City. This 
PV time, Rockstar did an early release of 100 pieces wilh an 

w W exclusive sleeve for the set and followed up with the mass 
\*m release in October of 2006. One might speculate that an- 

other set is due In the coming months... 

If you are more into Tactical Espionage Ac¬ 
tion end convoluted ptoHines, we got lhat too Back in 

2001, Medicom Toy did an incredible Wind assortment 
release of Metal Gear Solid 2 Kubnck figures. Later, 

when Snake Eater was released, Medicom Issued a 
, few updated Snake Kubricks - each with a different 

camouflage featured in the game. The detail on the 
stylized figures is amazing - yet minimalist. 

Available were Square and 
i Gold War outfits, as welt as 

■ft Tiger an:: (J ive Grab fetiyj*s 

,T|j both inch, id mg ihec ro cod l s 
head accessory. 
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Video Game Collector Order Form 
Loss a! Video Csme Cofloerar goodness, can be -ordtKJxl with yOuf credit card on 
our website [www.vgcQlfedor com] but you can j»ko send yuur money Id us the qI{J 
feshiooRtr way, We're slill giad (q gel it and this handy c*dw form makes it easier 
lhan eve*l 

o 1 Year Subscription (US) $14,99 
Please start my subscription with issue _ 

O 1 Year Subscription (Canada) $19.9$ 
Please start my subscription with issue # _ 

Newt 1 Year Grf! Subscription! 
Give the grtl e! garruiig to someone you love or owe a iaror tot , 

□ 1 Year Gift Subscription (US) $14,99 
Please siert my gift subscription with issue # | 

Q 1 Year Gift Subscription (Canada) $19.99 
Please start my gift subscription with issue S _ 

it is for. 

Name_ 

V At so produced 
™ were a couple of hyper- 

realistic twelve inch figures for ftfedh 
com Toy's Reel Action Hero (RAH) line, again from 

Kama's masterpiece MGS3: Snake Eater. Commonly 
referred to as the ■Zombie" Snake and kCroc Cap’ Snake, 
these figures became instant collectorrs items to d ie hand 
fans of MGS and loy oolteclors, while, like with mo$| 
videogame toys, the rest of the gaming community barely 
noticed. Tha ’Zombie' version was originally released at 
Japan's 2005 Wonder Festival To the Tune of aboul 17000 
yen. but consider yoursetf Jucky rf you ca n score one for 
under $200 stateside. His counterpart, “Croc Cap/ - 
named for his most distinguishing accessory, had a wider 
release, though his additional accessories end larger box 
called for a retail price of 20790 yen. Both figures include 
a faithfully recreated Slabo Harness, suppressed sidearm. 
both a GQC and survival knife, and additional hands so 
you can achieve multiple poses. The “Croc Cap' version 
also Includes ihe signature Crocodile disguise and sup¬ 
pressed assault rifle. 

This gift is from__ 

D New! One year subscription renewal! $12.99 
Time io renew your subscription? Check here! 
Start my renewal wilh issue # _ (available Lo existin 
subscribers only—new subscribers please use above section) 

Back Issues 
vgc #2 mm 
□ $7.99 U.S. -xSF 
D $9.99Cawa 

VGC #3 
Sold Out 

It's worth mentioning that, though there are plenty of video 
g ame collectibles being produced, the domestic gam¬ 
ing community has yet to embrace the attention the way 
you're average toy collector would, And while the folks 
buying these toys most certainty are gamers, many of 
them would aEso consider themselves avid toy collectors 
as well (tha omnl-geeks). The Japanese market certainly 
has a much higher demand for game-related goods at the 
moment (Final Fantasy Potion Drinks anyone?), but there 
are signs the trend is migrating westward. The 
recent success of SOTA's Street Fighter line JMk 
and Kolofrukia's Square Enix, Halo, and 
Shadow of Colossus projects are promising 
signs of things to come. 

- Setti Burton 

VGC #7 
□ $9.99 us 
p Sl2.99Cwjda 

Give Me Everything! 
Every issue ol V«toC Gama Coltedori 

Back issues of ft 1-7 (inducting the sokf-Out 

#3), and our convention spwtwf VGC #1/2, 

plus -t lyt subscription* 

StwniJurrg end Handling 
FREE with aS ordaraf 

Video Game Collector 
K) Box 127 
Si Charles, MO &33EK-Q127 

Order Total 

Your Shipping address 

Name_ 

| VGC #4 Vvai vh VGC #5 I 
Id $7 99 u s □ $7 99us a 
1 □ $9,99 Csn*Ja | O $9.99 cs^sSi 1 
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Trooper 
tT.aa 

Utapau 
Shadow 
Trooper 
SIS.94 

Birta F*tt ti—$29.99 
Coniscant Guard um,m p™-d™ ST9.&3 

Smjwrer1* Rtr«! &u»d «w i_ $49.99 
J a waft HWbrlMMH $59.90 

Darth Vpdcr eh vntm pn.snhf 5199.99 
Jab ha tha Hutt sun» m-P-hnW $29 4.99 

Max Re bo Band i**. r****.. 5139.93 
CW M*qu*tte Ronpn Corobb $73,93 

CW Mequgtte Yoda on Kybuck $50.99 

Anikin $k*vialk*r {Rt)T5> $99.99 
Darth Maul Slrtglfc.Blsdt $09.99 

Garth Maul Double Blade Sf79.99 
Darth Vader (ANH) SB9.09 
Darth Vader fESB} $89,93 

Luke Skywalker [ANHi 599.90 
Luke Skywulker (R0TJ1 599.99 

Mace Windu 589 99 
Obi-Wan Kenubi $39,99 

Veda $99.99 

W* itrhrt B pwrtM lh* 1*44! rlfiVt tuifflmrr xrvlK In On Induitrrl 

Speedy Delivery—Orders Placed by Sam 

CwrtMl Standard Tim* are Vtippti If*) Same Sot irtou Darin 

1QD% Satisfaction Guaranteed 
(14 Day Return Policy! 

TlKEu Of SCHAMB1JMC TO FIND 
Hew FlCdflES OR PRC-OHDEfllhO THE 
LATEST SERIES OF ACTION FIGURES? Save Up to S0% 

KMM 

As soon as the latest waue 
arrivesf we will charge your 

credit card and send you one 
of each new basic Hasbro 

Star Wars figure for 57.39 each. * 

Me Q it am e C-SPD & R2-D2 

McQuarrie Luke Skywalker 

Website 

There is no cost to join the club 

You may cancel at any time 

Join today go to 
www.toriansloys .com/club 
for complete information. 

Master Replica* 
Anakin ROTS Saber LE SI 99.99 

Kan Solo ESS Blaster LE $269,99 
ybda HOTS Saber LE $199.99 

$29.99 
$29.99 

s& 
Set of 6 $74.99 

Get Our LategfCatalogl 

■t ■ tfw 

Brian’s Toys W730HWT35 p.o, &*i95 FeunuinqttfcWMiflag 

Phone: (80S) 697-7G72 
www.brianstoys.com 

fpr a complete Buy List 



Me9a Man! For Everlastin9 
Join us as we take a look back at 
20 years of blowin' up robots 

It was twenty years ago when Capcom first unleashed one 
of the worst examples of cover art on a nation of innocent 
NES gamers. An innocent trip to your local- video game store 
put you face-to-face with an unpleasant-looking middle-aged 
man wtiose bulging lags, swollen shoulders, and stunted 
arms were wedged uncomfortably into his blue and yaltow 
jumpsuit. As his asymmetrical helmet threatened to slip off his 
head, he Fooked indifferently off to his side while aiming a handgun at no 
one In particular. 

The faMoo-any-for-Jifrewn-good title on the box called this strange person 
“Mega Man." and the woddi be inhabited was just as perplexing as the man 
himself. Large, yellow domes populated the foreground, white behind him, 
two large structures stood, connected by a bridge The smaller, brick con¬ 
struct sported; a radar dish, an oto-feshianed well, end a trio of palm trees. 
The other building was larger, and its mish-mash of brick and me la I made 
it look like what would happen if you mekied Minas TLrith with some sort of 
Minas Tlrith from Ibe future. 

There was no more berp to be found on the back of the box, where a crude¬ 
ly drawn sci-Ii warrior named Captain Commando introduced the gams as 
part of his “Challenge Series/ The story's summary tells a vague tale of 
Mega Man heading Into the fertressos of Monsteropotis to slop Dr, Wily's 
‘robot-like Humanoids.' A tore screenshot shows only the stage select 
screen, providing a hint of the game's boss characters bul little more. 

Ves, Mega Man didn’t gal off to 3 very ausptdous start in the U-S-, but luck¬ 
ily. there was a fantastic game hidden inside that hilariously awful box. An 

the villainous Dr. Wily. The game sported innovative features 
like the ability to choose the order in which you played each 
stage, and the rock-paper-scissors style of gameptay where you 
used weapons earned from defeating bosses to toko down their 
buddies at the end; of the 
emaining stag- 
s. It's a tough 
ame, but 

creator, Keiji Ina- 
scently known fDr 
kbox 360 games 
and Lost Planet), 

may not have Intended for his 
little hero to ehd up s legend, but 
even ihe crummies! box art couldn't 

step the Blue Bomber. To celebrate 
his 2Q1h anniversary, we'ra taking a 
took back at some of the games in 

this mega-popular series, includ¬ 
ing a few tkfes that are only avail- 

vast number of 
Man uni¬ 

at 
X 

check 
Ihe 

rela¬ 
tively 
short 
There 

a r e o n l y 
six stages be¬ 
fore you reach 
Ihe Dr. Wily 
stages. Sub¬ 
sequent lilies 
featured eight 

Classic Se- 

his greatest 
creation out to stop 
the machinations of 

in* original Mega 
Men and Mega Man 

synonymous 

Mega Man 
(198$, NES) 
Mega Man's first 
sequel was when 
the series realty took 
off. Groat level design, 
fantastic music, and out¬ 
standing (for the time) graph¬ 
ics formed Ihe game thal many 
stilt consider to be the best in the 
series (including Kelji Inafuna). It was 
also the first geme in the series with a 
password system, allowing you to continue 
where you ted off. 

Mega Man 3 (1990; NES} 
Most people who don’t list Megs Man 2 as their favorite 
game In ihe series list this one, Mega Man 3 introduced three 
important elements to the Mega Man mythos; the handy 
ability, ihe transforming robo-dog Rush, and Mega Man's mysteri¬ 
ous older brother, Proto Man. 

Mega Man 4 (mi; NES) 
The fast three Mega Man titles on the NES aren't as highly 
regarded as the first three, but they're still some of the 
best platformers on the system. In fact. Mega Man 4 
was the first game to feature the Mega Buster, the 
Charging arm cannon that la almost s 
with Mega Man nowadays If also marks t 
first appearance of Eddie, the robotic side- A 
kick thal would occasionally % 
offer Mega Man a power-up Item. 

Mega Man: Dr. H%s Revenge 
(1991; GB) 
Given Mega Man“s suc¬ 
cess on the NES. it was 
only a matter of time 
before he appeared 
on Nintendo's por¬ 
table system, 
Strangely enough, 
the subtitle only 
appears on the 
game's box 
and not on the 
title screen. The 
eight bosses 
you face are 



Mega Man 6 (1992; NES} 
Has Proto Man turned evil?! In this game, it's robot brother against 

hfriiher h.jt don't act all surprised when you discover here 
% is redly behind the whole plot. Megs Man 
new robo -pet in the form of Beat, a bird thal can 
i the day If you fall into a bottomless pit, H 

'sga Wart 11(1992; GB) 
Using a lime machine, Dr Wily has trav- |H 

sled into the future, forcing Mega Man H 
i to chase after him. Here, the Blue I 
k Bomber faces a coflection of bosses R 
ml from Mega Man 2 and 3- Ultimately. Bjffl 
Hl he confronts a new robol named Hi 

Quint who. according to the GBA I 
game Mega Man & Bass, is ac- I 

B lually a version of Mega Man I 
I from Ihe future that Or. Wily I 
I kidnapped, modified, and re- I 
I programmed (and apparently I 
I armed wi|h some sort of Tame Bfl 

pogo stick weapon), HI 

Mega Man s Soccer (1994; SNES) 
Sadly, Ihe first "classic" Mega Man game la appear on the Super NES wasn't 
Mega Man 7, but ihls sporty abomination. Apparently, Dr, Wily Is attempting to 
take over the worfd by having his robot creations play soccer. Only Mega Man 
can play soccer well enough to defeat them. Or something. We don'i under¬ 
stand rt either, Any fun (hat could be culled from that premise Is ruined by the 
sluggish controls. 

Mega Mart (1964; Gama Goar) 
Here's the second Mega Man console release to not be published by Cap- 
com. U-S, Gold not only published, but also developed ibis Game Gear litle. 
Cepcom’s touch is sorely missed, as Ihe game just doesn't stack up to the NES 
and Gama Boy titles. Thera ana no new bosses, just a collection or guys from 
Mega Man 4. and 5. 

Mega Man; The WUy Wars (1694; Gem-cfc) (SEGA Channel e*ctosrae) 
Pi's a pity that this game was never released on cartridge In the U,S. It was only 
available to play through SEGA's short-lived cable service, Ihe SEGA Charv- 
nel. Basically, this game did for Mega Man 1-3 what Super Mario All-Stars did 
for Ihe first three Mario tifies—updated them with 
enhanced graphics and music. Capcom also , 
Included a trio of new bosses to face once 
you've completed all three games. 

■ game in the U,S. Instead. 
¥ the title was licensed lo 
f Nintendo, making Ibis one 

of (he two Mega Man games 
released for a console system 

that wasn't published by Cap¬ 
com, This time around. Rush 

doesn't change into vehicles 
for Mega Man to use; he now 

. transforms into wearable ar- 
i mor, granting Mega Man ea- 
I hanced strength and limited 
I flying ability. 

Mesa Man 7 (1996; $ NES) 
It's strange to think that there were two I 
Mega Man X adventures on Ihe Super u 
NES by the time Mega Man 7 was re- 1 
leased, but Ibat was Ihe case. Dr. Wily 1 
has returned with eight brand new robots 
to fight. This game also marks ihe firs! ap¬ 
pearance of Mega Man's rival, Bass, and his 
robot dog, Treble. A secret password also 
allowed you to play a Simple one-om ^ 
one fighting game, 

Mega Man fV 
Despite recycling boss char- 

actors Tram Maga Man 4 and 
5, there's a lot of original con¬ 

tent in ihis Gama Boy title. Cool cinema soanes tall Ihe game's 
story, and there's yet another new boss lo fight, Ballade. 

Arcade) 
The arcade game sports the same 
updated character designs that we 
saw in Mega Man 7. There are no j 
stages in this game—it's simply A 
a series of boss fights. It gels 
old rather quickly, but it does 
have two-player support, and 
you can control Mega Man, 

■ Mega Man V (1994; GB) 
I The El rial Mega Man title for Game Boy features Super Game Soy 
I Support, giving you enhanced colors and a cool custom border if 
■ you play the game on the Super NES accessory. This title also 
m features all new boss characters (named after the planets), and it 
r introduces Tango, the robotic cat. Mega Man also has a new weap¬ 

on called the Mega Anti. He launches hrs fist out at his foes, and it 
returns to him like a boomerang. 



even been running ads for it in magazines. Nearly ten years later, rl would ap¬ 
pear as an unlockable in Mega Man X Collection. 

ai its predecessor, save 
for a couple of minor 
enhancemonfo and 
some new bossies to 
fight. There 1$ one more 
playable character this 
time, though—Duo, a ro¬ 
bot who serves as a plot 
device in Mega Man 6 An interest- i n 9 

note about this game is that one of the multiple 
endings directly ties the original series into 
the X series. Spoiler alert: Dr. Wily created 
Mega Man X's partner. Zero. 

Mega Man 3 (1997; PSl, Sat¬ 
urn} 
Despite some truly awful 
voice acting, MM8 has 
some great am me 
sequences in it 
that detail! [he 
game's plot. 
The anima¬ 
tion of the 
game': 
sprites J; 
also fan¬ 
tastic. 
Note 
that the 
Saturn version features a couple extra I 
goodies that the RSI version -doesn't— 
there's a bonus mode Tull or artwork, music, and $ound effects and two extra 
boss battles against a pair of classic foes, Gut Man and Wood Man. 

Mega Man & Boss (2003; GBA} 
MM&B was originally released on the Super Famicom flue years prior This 
was the first time it was released in the U.S., however It's sort of a pseudo- 
sequel to MMS, with a ooupte of bosses borrowed from that title In addition to 
Wily, you must also contend with a new enemy robot named King. The main 
gimmick in this game is that you can play as either Mega Man or Bass, each 
with his own unique abilities. 

Mega Man Anniversary Collection {2904; P$2, GC / 2905; Xbox) 
The compilation collects all eight of the numbered Mega Man sequels with the 
two arcade titles as unkxkabte extras. Each version has different extra good¬ 
ies like interviews, remixed music, and an episode of the American Mega Man 
cartoon. For some reason, the GemeOube version's lump and fire buttons are 
swapped, making the controls much hander than they should be. For you Xbox 
360 owners, the Xbox version of the game is backwards compatible 

Mega Man: Powered Up (200$; PSP} 
This ambitious title is 0 comptele remake of the original Mega Man, and tha re¬ 
sults ore simpty stunning. Some people may not like the now super-deformed 
took, but it suits the game quite well. In addition to remake, there's also a com¬ 
plete remix of the original, with all-new stages and two new bosses—Oil Men 
end Time Men. A level editor allows you to create your own stages and trade 
them online. This is simply one of Ihe best Mega Man titles in years. 

Only in Japan 

Wily & Light's Rock Board: That's Paradfset (1993; Famfcom) 
Tha only S bit Mega Man game to not see 0 US release was this rather dull 
Monopoly-style board game. You can't even control Ihe Blue Bomber in it, 
he merely serves as the game's host Comptetists will want to track it down, 
however. It's pretty rare. 

Rockman Mega World (1994; Mega Drive} 
This is the game that we know as Mega Man: The Wily Wars. While wo were 
stuck playing it on tha SEGA Channel, lucky gamers in Japan and Europe 
(where it was else known as The Wily Wars) were able to buy it on cartridge. 

Rockme/i B a ttie A Chase (1997; PSl} 
inspired by Mario Kart, this racing game allows you Eo steal parts from your 
opponents' cars after you defeat them. This game was almost released in the 
U-S. back in Ihe day, but Sony refused it at the eleventh hour. Capcom had 

U 

Rockman £ Forte (1998; Super Famicom} 
The US. saw ihe GBA port of this title, but never the original version. Capcom 
opted not lo release this in the U.S. as the Super NES was rather deed over 
here in 1098, Consider this—Ihts game was released on the 16^bil machine a 

year after Mega Man 6 came out on the PSl. 

Super Adventure Rockman (1998; PS1t Saturn} 
The bulk of this ga me has you choosing palhs in an animated 
movie, much like the classic arcade gams. Dragon's Lair. 
Bosses (they’re all from past titles) and other enemies are 
battled in a first-person, shooting gallery mode. 

Rockman £ Forte (1999; WonderSwan) 
Since Bandar's portable WonderSwan system was never released 

outside of Japan, this game never left lhat country, either. This is 
a different game than Ihe Super Famrcom/GBA Rockman & Forte, 
and it's also pretty terrible. It does, however, feature the return of 
Quint, who Mega Men previously Fought in Mega Man H for Game 
Boy. 

Rockman Complete Works (1999; PSl) 
This isn't a single game, but the name that Capcom gave a se¬ 
ries of re-releases of the first six Mega Man adventures. In a very 
lame move, there was only one game per disc, allowing Capcom to 
sell six of its retro titles For about £30 each. Makes you grateful for 
Mega Man Anniversary Collection, no? 

Rockman: Battle £ Fighters (2009; NeoGeo Pocket Color} 
The NeoGeo Pocket Color didn't last loo 

long m the U.S. "That's a pity as It was 0 cool sys¬ 
tem, and had it taken off over here, we prob¬ 
ably would have gotten a release of Battle £ 
Fighters . ITS a port of Ihe two Mega Man ar¬ 
cade tllles on one cartridge, with the graphics 
trimmed down lo WES levels to compensate 
for the portable system's capabilities. 

Rockman Power Battle Fighters (2004; PS2) 
Here's 0 titfie trivia: Capcom didn't release 
Mega Man Anniversary Collection in Japan. 
Unfortunately for Japanese Mega Man fans, 
that game contains thB only ports of Mega Man's 
two arcade tities (discounting the pared-down Bat- 
lie £ Fighters, of course). To make up for this. Ca pcom 
put the two games in this collection. There's nothing else 
on the disc, though, so it’s kind of pointless to Import ff you 
own Anniversary Collection. 

The X Series 

Mega Man X (1993; SHFS) 
The first TG-brt Mega Man title took the series 100 years into the future. 
Dr. Wily is long since dead, but his final creation. X, has just come 
out el stasis, Good timing, too—a new villain named Sigma is ter¬ 
rorizing ihe Fulure Not only does this game introduce the sword- 
slashing. pocytodl-wearing character. Zero, but il also brings a 
more serious, anime-inspired tone to the Mega Man series. 

Mega Man X2 (1995; SHFS} 
X2 rsa pretty straightforward sequel. It's quite good, 
but ihere's not much new m it Another new feature 
of the X series is that all the boss robots are mod¬ 
eled after animals as opposed: to the 'Attribute" 
Man formula lhat the original series followed. 

Mega Man X3 (1998; 5NES) 
When it comes lo the X series, Zero is almost 
more popular of a character than X himsaff. Imag¬ 
ine fans' delight when they discovered lhat they 
Gould play as iheir rad-armored hero in X3 Who 
cared If the game was more difficult when playing as 
him? It was Zero! You could swap between the Iwo 
characters at any time, 



Moga Man X4 (1997; PS1, Saturn) 
For the first 32-bit Mega Man X title, you coo-id once again play as either X or 
Zero. This time. however, you played through the entire game wilh youF cho¬ 
sen warrior, each wilh their own separate slorylrne. 

Mega Man X5 (1001; PS1) 
■I may have taken 13 years, hut Mega Man sms filially teamed how lo duck! 
This move may seem like a given in most video games, but il was a big deal 
when the Blue Bomber finally took a knee For some reason, Capcom's US 
division thought it would be cute to rename all Ihe bosses when rt was translat¬ 
ing the game Instead of the original names, all ihe robot masters now have 
names inspired by the band Guns fi Roses. Yeah, it's as tame as it sounds 

Mega Man X6 (2001; PS1) 
Mega Man X5 was the test of the X games lhal senes creator, Keiji Inafune, 
had any direct involvement with, and It shows. Tho series takes a major down¬ 
ward turn in X6, Hornbte level design, gaping plot holes and inconsistencies 
wilh X5. and an awful translation job show all the signs of this game being a 
rush job, 

Mega Man Xtreme (2001; GBC) 
MMXtreme is a strange sort of mish-mash of Ihe first two X games. U uses 
bosses from both of those (Hies, complete with nearly identical stagos. Gap- 
corn explains this rehashing with a plot involving a new robot named Techno, 
who has hacked into the world's computer network and is regenerating past 
balUgs. Vary clever, Capcom. 

Mega Man Xtreme 2 (2001; GBC) 
Much like Ihe previous Xtreme tflte, xtreme 2 reuses bosses from the first 
three X games. Players also have lo ability to control Zero in this One. 

Mega Maxi X7 (2003; PS2) 
The X series makes the not-necessaniy-weloome jump into 3D wilh X7 Mega 
Man fans typically dislike this game and with good reason Perhaps to com¬ 
pensate ter Ihe poor 3D control Capcom also gave ihe characters a lock- 
on ability. Unfortunately, the lock-on doesn’1 work ali lhal well and il hinders 
ganteptey more than helps it. The game does introduce a new playable char¬ 
acter, Ihough -the pistol packin'(and kinds tamejAal. 

Mega Man XO (2004; PS2) 
After X7, many people were expecting the worst out of this 

ame. Who would have thoughl lhat il would actually 
be pretty good? Ditching Ihe terrible 3D elements of 
its predecessor. X8 is content lo be a good of "2.SO" 
platformer. Too bad the couple of vehicle'based 
stages are so terribte. 

Mega Man X: Command Mission (2004; PS2r GC) 
Should we be surprised thal it took 16 years lor Mega Man to gel his own RRG 
(and no, ihe Legends games aren't RPGs)? Developed by the seme team that 
created the PS2 tilte. Breath of Fire; Dragon Quarter, this game has you taking 
X. Zero, and Avi (arte a coupte of new characters) on a good of turn-based 
adventure. 

Mega Man; Maverick Hunter X (2000; P$P) 
Like Mega Man. Powered Up. Maverick Hunter X gives a classic Mega Man 
game a polygonal, 2.SO makeover—in this case, the original Mega Men X. Al¬ 
though unfortunately lacking Powered Up's remix made and level creator, the 
game does feature a couple of sweet bonuses One of X's mam enemies. 
Vile, is an unlockable character (his mode is extra challenging), and 
you can also unlock a brand new. 30 minute anime lhal serves as 
a proquel lo tho game's events 

Mega Man X Coftaction (2000; PS 2, GC) 
After Capcom &ote a buttload of Mega Man Anniver¬ 
sary Collection (those are the actual sales fig¬ 
ures). everyone assumed lhat Ihe company 
would quickly pul together an X Collection 
Everyone was right and we got a disc lhat 
contains the first six Mega Man X games. 
As a very welcome bonus, you could 
unlock the never-released-in-lhe-U.S. 
Mega Man Battle & Chase Also note 
thal GameCube fans who felt burned by 
the button-swapped Anniversary Collec¬ 
tion can rest easy here—ibe jump and fire 
buttons are in their proper place 

Only in Japan 

Rocknuw X3 Saturn} 
Although originally developed for Ihe 5NES, X3 was 
quickly ported to tee then-new 32-bit systems. The pods 
featured remixed music and anime 
cut-scenes, American gamers 
would eventually get these 
extras when the PSi ver¬ 
sion of X3 was used in 
Mega Man X CoJIection- 

- Phil Theobald 

mms^a 
You Got: 
Wallet Drainer 

Luckily when it comes to 
US-released Mega Man 
lilies, there i$ no particular 
game that will really break 
the bank, but the downfall of 
Mega Man collecting is thal. 
unlike most Classic senes, 
you can't acquire many of 
Ihe games for just a few 
bucks a piece. Raihex. loose 
cartridges of the oldest lilies 
will set you back 310-120 
on average The general 
rule for the cartridge-formal 
games is that (he higher ihe 
numera l, ihe higher the pnee. 
Capcom tends to stick with 
a system to the tetter end, 
so many Mega Man games 

were released when they 
wore long past their respec¬ 
tive system's glory days and 
thus received poorer' sales 
figures. QntheNESand 
Gama Boy, -5H is (he magic 
number, so expeol to pay 
ths mosl for Mega Man 5 
and its Game Boy cousin, 
Mega Man V, which both sell 
In the neighborhood of $20- 
$25. Mega Man X3. the last 
release on Super Nintendo, 
is also the most valuable, 
commonly selling for over 
$40, but you'll have to shell 
out roughly $30 for Mega 
Man 7 as well On PlaySta¬ 
tion, Mega Man Legends 2 
and the spin-off, The Misad¬ 
ventures of Tron Bonne, pull 
in ths mosl cash al ovar $25 
each, but also watch out for 
the Anniversary Collector's 
Edition of Mega Man 8, 

which contains 
a mini-artbook 
You can land 
a good deal 
if it gets 
mixed in 
with ibe 
normal 
version, 
but a 
Seller 
wise to 
whet he 
has can 
easily 
squeeze 
$25 out 
of it. The 
Saturn version costs about 
the same but tacks the bonus 
content. The other Saturn 
release, Mega Man X4. is 
pricey as welt, selling for 
$40. As one can see, the 
expansive Mega Man series 

can easily 
nickel-and 

dime you to 
ths poinl of 

spending just 
as much as if you 

were collecting triple ■ 
digit valued games. One 

can simply forego Ihe older 
titles in favor of ihe recent 
compilations, but nothing 
beats holding the original 
NES Mega “Old" Man In your 
hands, right? 

- Kristina Potts 



ffob Fuiop has £w?<°n creating cutting-edge electronic entertainment for almost 
30 years. His career began in the fate 70s at Atari, where be created home 
versions of Night Driver amt Missile Command. Dissatisfied with the tow pay 
and tack of recognition, Rob and a few of his cohorts feft Atari in 1981 to form 
/magic. The company scored a hit with its first release, Demon Attack, which 
was authored by Rob. However, the company eventually became a casualty 
of the video-game ■crash" of the mid-Ws, In 1996. Rob produced a pair of 
"interactive movies" for the Sega CD - Sewer Shark and Night Trap - the 
tatter of which was the subject of Congressional bearings due to its violence. 
Today, Rob 1$ creating downloadable, ¥casuar games fora whole new gen¬ 
eration of gamers. 

Video Game Collector recently had 
the pleasure of speaking with this 
legendary game developer, whose 
creations. by Rob's own estimate, 
have resulted in 100,000 Men years 
of wasted time) Here are a few of 
hte musings: 

On his Atari hits; 
Wot many original games were designed 
for the 2600 for the first five years. The best 
stuff was [arcade] conversions, The whole 
trick was starting with an existing game 
mechanic that you knew worked end trying to 
make it as authentic as possible ... In Missile 
Command , you had two sprite objects, two 
missile objects and a clunky background. You 
had no hardware support, at alt. The 
craftsmanship was ail about the speed 
and making [the game] feet somewhat 
like the coin-op version. 

On hiding his initials in Atari games: 
We [hid our initials] because Atari 
wouldn't credit us tor our work. Eugene 
Jarvis started it with Adventure, and 
then 1 and a couple of other people 
did it, and il kind of became this little 
game. I think [Atari] look out [my 
initials] after they sold. Eike. two million 
copies of Missite Command, It was so 
silly. Why would they actuelly put an¬ 
other version out? That was ridiculous. 

On leaving Atari to co-found [magic: 
They treated us pretty badly at Atari. I made one of their best-selling games 
In their whole history [Missile Command], and my bonus was a coupon for a 
Tree turkeyNl The Activision people left, and then we followed them a year lab 
er [to form Imagicl. Right after we left, [Aterr] sorted giving out crazy bonuses 
to people because they were paranoid that everyone was going to leave, 

On creating Demon Attack: 
ft's motivating when you leave a com¬ 
pany that you feel treated yew badly. You 
want to make something that's so good 
it'll 'make ihem cry.' We were just moti¬ 
vated to make something really good. 

On the controversy caused by Night 
Trap: 
it was politics, right? it had nothing Id 
do with the game. I mean, a guy like 
[Sen. Joe] Leibermarm, he looks for 
causes he can gel behind that make 
him look good. If you're the guy ihat 
speaks out against violence in video 
games, who can argue with you? 
You look like a good guy. He actu- 
ally never played Ihe game 

But I thought [the whole contro¬ 
versy] was kind of ridiculous. Anything on 
TV is so much more graphic. Melrose Place is much more 
provocative, and crime shows like CSI are much more violent 
So. it was like a joka !o me. Bui Nlghi Trap was Ihe firet game that had real 

images, so it was used as a political thing. 

On whether or not Nfght Trap was a good game: 
At the time [Night Trap] was really fun, but I don't 
think ft has much re-playability. That was the whole 
problem with the format. I mean, you put a kid In 
front of Night Trap for the llrst time, and he'll have 
a good time chasing the monsters and trapping 
them In the house, But he won't he playing the 
game in a week - he might be playing Mis- 
site Command a month later, every day. So, It 
doesn't have that seme re-playable [veluej. but 
E [hink it's a totally fun experience for a couple 
of hours. 

On Night Trap being named one of “the 20 
worst games of all' time by EGM: 
That seems to me like a very childish Judg¬ 
ment. I mean, people Ihat try new things 
shouldn't be taken to the mat tor it. Sorry for 
experimenting! Maybe we should Just redo driving and shooting games tor 
ever, i think the bad games are where someone tries to blatantly copy some¬ 
thing, and they make a bad copy. That, to ma. is a bad game 

On whether or not Nlntendogs owes a debt of gratitude to Rob's own 
PC title, Dogz; 
Sure. Wa proved Ihe market for it. It's not like E invented the idee of a pet, 
but we did it on a computer. Tomagotchi did [the same thing] for toys. The 
whole virtual pet thing was bom in several different minds at the lime. That's 

how (his Industry works, t mean, there are not trial many 
new games, right? What was the last new game you 
saw? They don't have any more new games. They have 
a bunch of older ones that work, and every year ihere's 
a bunch of new kids, and they like them just as much 
as the last group of kids. They don't need to make new 
games. 

Of which game Is Rob the most proud? 
Probably Demon Attack, because it 
really helped our company [I magic] 
break through I'm pretty proud 
of Night Trap. I'm pretty proud of 
Dogz. Dogz is the best product 
that I've made. It wasn't ahead 
of its time; It was fuel at the right 
time. It became an instant hit. It 
was a very dean, wed-executed 

idea and vary easy to describe. You know, people 
just Instantly 'got' it. It opened up a new market, 

On his self-published Atari 2600 game 
Cubicoior: 
I did a game [in 1983] railed Cubtoolor. It was 
never released, but I sold 100 copies of the 
game myself - and I signed them. I think it's the 
most sought-after cartridge on (he collectors’ market, 
1 saw a copy go tor |1,0001 

On what he's doing today: 
I'm working at a company called Play First. They 
make downloadable, casual games, I just started 
there a few months ago. Casual gaming is not the 
hardcore Dungeons and Dragons-type stuff, It's 

like wc*d games and puzzle games. Diner 
is a big one right now. You know, they're 

games tor (he rest of the world.' They're light, 
they're inexpensive, and you can download 

lem. I'm really excited about it because it's 
a much bigger market. There are many, 
many more people that play crossword 
puzzles than play Diablo. 

- Gary Motloha n 
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A - Asteroids received a graphical update from 
ils 2600 predecessor The vector graphics 
wore tossed, and bright colors and depth was 

added to the asteroids. The game is also sped up from 
Ihe original and includes a 
iwo-pteye-" 

- General Computer Corporation GCC was the 
pig brains behind the Atari 7800 They designed 
the Maria chip and much of the system for Atari 

under Warner Com- 
munbcaiions. 

- Hat Trick 
may not be 
the best 

on Ihe system, bul it 
does represent the 
limited availability of 
Sports titles on the 
7800. Step Ihe puck 
around the rink 
versus the 

- Backwards 
Compatibil¬ 
ity. The 7800 

could ptey just aboul 
all 2600 games, and 
it would also atxepl 
most 2600 9-pin 

L joysticks and other 
| controllers. ■ com¬ 

puter or 
a friend, 
tend your 

goal and make sure the opponent doesn't 
score. 

- Commando is a 
| * vertically scrolling run-n- 

gun game. You must avoid 
enemy fine and dish it right back 
with automatic weapons, grenades 
and rittes. 

I . - impossible Mission Tha game looks promrsrng 
as you travel room to hoom solving puzzles and 
stopping Elvin Alombender... except you wilt never 

complete your mission. Unfortunately, due to some errors 
in programming, necessary codes and some clues were 
only un lockable ftom the puzzie that required them, 

-Dark Chambers This is Ihe 
closest you might find to an 

JLif RPG on the 7BQ0, H’s similar in 
I style"Hj popular games such as Gauntlet. 

Get your best friend and head down for an 
old-fashioned dungeon crawl. Collect potions 

and keys to progress. 

f - June 1336. The retail debut of ihe Atan 78(H). 
V g The system sold 
wT .slowly next to 
NinteTidd s NES and Sega’s 
Master system until It was 
retired by Atari in 1991. The 
system had been tasted 
marketed in Southern Cali¬ 
fornia from 1964 to 1986 

KUNC 
ms 

- Eight Towers The number of 
towers you must guide Ihe Charac¬ 
ter Pogo through in Tower Toppter 

Once flMfie lop of the lower, you musi detonate 
it before moving to the next tower. Although your 
movements are left to right, the lower theoraiically 
rotates as you move. 

r -Kung Fu Master. 
Become a ninja 
master in this side- 

stroking beat ’em up Your 
objective is simple - high kick 
your opponents in order lo got to the 

t top and defeat Ihe boss. 

-Ughi 
Gun. 

» There 
were a small 

handful of games 
developed for Ihe 

7800 that made u se of a light gun. 
Both the Atari XE lighl gun and one 
manufactured by Best Electronics 
worked with Ihe 7800. 

- Food Fight tets you get your 
aggresston out on Ihe last oook 
who served you a buml steak, 

L Throw food back ei nasty chefs and 
ft_ you're rewarded with an 

ice cream cone* 

M name of the system and 
also was Ihe name of the 

graphic chip of ihe Atari 7800. It 
featured 100 sprites and oftened a 
boiler on-screen color palette The 
Maria coexisted with Ihe Atari TIA chip inside 
the 7800. 
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-Vtoatfi Vroam! That's the noise as you start your 
anginas to rata through four different tracks in 
Pate Position. 

N -Istlnja Golf Use your skills, throwing stars, ninja 
kicks and other stealthy moves to make your way 
throughout the course to ihe Master Ninja Just 

don't kick your caddyf 

W- Winter Games 
Gather your clos¬ 
est eight friends 

because you've just won a 
trip (o (he Olympics! Repre¬ 
sent your favorite country by 
competing in the bobsled, 
ski jump, speed skating and 
biathlon events 

} -Xenophobe. More 
aliens are trying to take 

» over Ihe planet Isn't 
■ that always the way thing go? Work 
r together or separate tram player two 
r in order to get through the alien space 
stations, and then destroy them to save 
ihe world.... again. 

F- Rampage faNs under the same 
category as Food Fight and that 
is stress relief Choose among a 

giant lizard, giant gorilla or giant werewolf. 
and then survive by 

"X smashing buildings, 
punching vehicles, 

f ' m # I and eating tiny hu- 
r* V | mans. Mimm! Tastes 
W w like chicken? 

featuring Don 
Nauart, former captain of the 
US Video Game Team 

S- Summer 
Games 
puts you in the Olympics 

competing in several 
events incluth 

L tog track, M V 
■ swimming 
■ and gymnas- A d \ 
■ lies. If you 
V succeed, you'll 'c!5?t 
I be treated to the A, 

V -lombiel In Alien Br^nde 
you are the leadBr of a spe~ 

J aai task force set to destroy 
^ the PFutoitf Alien Zombie. A Tight gun 

game, your object is to shoot aliens and 
corrupt soldiers and. rescue hostages. 

[ - Tank Command 
by Froggo. Considered by 
coJteefors to be one of the 

most difficult games to find for the 
system The other is Atari's own Mean 
18 Ultimate Golf 

I - Unique power supply tip. 
One of the unfortunate ra- 

f quired accessories of the Alan 
7800 was the power supply itself. It is 
not a standard power tip, a nd once there 
is an issue you could be hard pressed- to 
find another without buying a new system 
package (or splicing the lip together with 

another supply). 
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Vlga Cohos was bom In the small fishing village of Slreemoo in the Eastern province of Numeria. He infendad lo join the proud line of Cobos smell fisher¬ 
men. but destiny saw fit to curse Mm with freakishly large feet that caused ships to shake and every fish within a mile's radius to flee in leror. All appeared 
lo he lost for Vrga when his parents sold him to the royat court of Gramor kingdom, but his one bizarre bait proved to be his salvation when the king's tester 
met his death in a misguided attempt to juggle lobsters. Vige's huge feet just happened to perfectly fit |he jester's belted shoes, and they provided him with 
perfect balance for tumbling and cavorting, Soon, Viga caught the eye of the lovely princess Gwenellyne. wham he had secretiy baen enraptured, Soon 
they were to be wed, and while gathering blossoms in the royal garden. Gwenellyne picked the beautiful Death Flower and was Instantly transformed Into an 
opossum Vrga. who had been traumatized by an Incident involving an opossum as a child. was tom apart by Ihe news, but the wedding was still carried out. 
Yet little did the kingdom know that it was ell e hoax. Viga confined his marsupial queen to the tallest tower in the sky, which submerged under the sea every 
100 years, and he vowed revenge on the cruel world that dealt him this fate. These days, between the usual business of destruction and pain. Viga's hobbies 
include wakeboarding, baking banana breed, and offering his sage advice to troubled video game players. 

Dear V5ga. Dear Vhga. 

I just recently started collecting all the great Nintendo' games I grew up with, 
and Cm neatly excited to sted playing those classics all over again! There's 
just one problem, though, When I turn the system on. Ihe only thing I gel is a 
stupkf blinking screen! I heard that blowing on the cartridges will help make 
Ihem work, but I also heard lhat could be bad for them. What should 1 do? 
Please help! 

Zealous Maggie 

The btack wind hcrwls from bmst's dank: maw- Adoocahon for decoasenyent 
fe recommended. Apply ‘coffee, * teoda," or 'Sea* for much satisfying 
result Great fuck wished upon yourself! 

I love playing multiplayer games with my friends, but they think l m a sissy 
because I always come In last piece. What can I do to earn iheir respecl? 

Regal Berenstein 

Firstly begilh by grind Lysts Flower with Cockatrice Feather to assemble 
Petrification Ointment When foes grow too weaker, into Heat Potion mixture 
be pouring, The foul creatures be soitdas shelled back of fenxlous Genbui 
Congraturetion! Powerful enemy become powerful statue, but tlttte challenge 
to glorious evil's reign! Pathetic worms! MwahahahahahahaW 

- Kristina Potts 

Dear Viga. 

As a diehard videogame 
player and collector. 
I've gotten ions of 
enjoymenl out of games 
over the course of my 
life, and I Ihink they've 
even helped me grow as a 
person, like playing RPGs 
while learning to read. 
However, i have a problem 
lhat seems to get worse the 
older I get. and I was hoping 
you could help me. You sea, 
my mom thinks videogames 
are a complete waste of lima, 
and she's always nagging me 
about how much time and money 1 
spend on them. 1 was thinking that 
maybe I ccuW change her mlod if I 
rnireduce her to a game that she'd 
like. Puzzle games seem lo appeal 
lo women, so maybe you have some 
recommendations? 

^ .e<< •*\**'* 
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Bubba N. Roberts 

Destroy her!! Vweeheahee! What?! Thou dost not desire this? . You 
foots Than t she!! cast a Spell of Annihilation upon Who mother myself! As 
written by the Ancients, the Chosen One can only be an orphan! 



Twin Galaxies is the world authority on player rankings, gaming statistics and championship tournaments. with pinball statistics dating from the 1030s and 
video game statistics from the early 1970s, Founded in 1981. Twin Galaxies grew from modest origins as an arcadS’Chain operator to become the official 
scorekeeper for the worlds of video game and pinball, invested with the authority to verify record high scores and declare world champions, For a complete 
listing of scores, and to find out how to submit your own scores, oh eel; out She Twin Galaxies website at www.twingalaxies.com. 

ATARI 5200 RECORDS 
GAME VARIATION SCORE PLAYER 
Astrochase Default Settings 27,031 Stephen Knox 
Beamrider Default Settings 999,999 Todd Rogers 
Chopllfter Default Settings 52 Ron Corcoran 
Countermeasure Default Settings, 34,350 Stephen Knox 
Dreadiftigiit Fider, The Default Settings 96,120 Todd Rogers 
Meteorites Default Settings 6,290 David Yancey 
Miner 2049er Default Settings 20,490 Ryan Gavigen 
Montezuma's Revenge Default Settings 43,950 Shane Shaffer 
Mountain King Level 1 1.420 David Yancey 
Quest for Quintana Roc Level 1 3.000 David Yancey 
Rescue on Fmctaius Default Settings 147,291 Charles Guinn 
Zenji Game 1 16,620 Tom Duncan 
Zone Ranger Default Settings 6,321 Ryan Gevigan 

ATARI 7000 RECORDS 
GAME VARIATION SCORE PLAYER 
Choplifter Default Settings 64 Terence O'Neil 
Craek'ed Default Settings 26,300 James Carter 
Dark Chambers Default Settings 459,080 Terence O'Neil 
Desert Falcon Default Settings 123,220 Ron Corcoran 
Fatal Run Default Settings 13,650 □avid Yancey 
Food Fight Default Settings 2fl.074.300 Scott Drake 
Jinks Default Settings 19,725 Terence O'Neil 
Ktex Level 1 {Easy) 15,200 □avid Yancey 
Kung Fu Master Default Settings 537,300 David Yancey 
Mean 16 Beginner (Regular Ths) 124 David Yancey 
Meltdown Default Sellings 276,329 James Carter 
Midnight Mutants Default Settings 34,410 Terence O’Neil 
Ninja Golf Default Settings 136,660 Aaron Ganders 
Planet Smashers Easy 47,375 David Yancey 
Scrapyard Dog Default Sellings 10,990 David Yancey 
Super Huey UH-1X Default Sellings 31 David Yancey 
Tank Command Default Sellings 27,600 David Yancey 
Tower Toppler Default Settings 65,780 Jason Data 
Water Ski Default Settings 126,100 David Yancey 

HIGH SCORE HEADLINES 
CfTiZEN KANE, EAT YOUR HEART OUT: Two fantastic documentaries about 
competitive video gaming in the eedy 1960s, when arcades ruled the galaxy, 
are making the film-festival naunds. Chasing Ghosts: Beyond the Arcade is 
described by writer and co-director Lincoln Ruchli as "a love story' in which he 
tracks down and catches up with a dozen of ihe gaming wizards that partici¬ 
pated in the 1962 Twin Galaxies Video Game World Championship, fit's a fun 
flick, but its heavily nostalgic flavor means it'll be most enjoyed by old-school 
gamers. 

The King of Kong: A Fisltfuf of Quarters, by contrast, is such a compelling film 
for gamers and non-gamers alike that New Line Cinema snapped up the rights 
to remake it as a fictionalized feature. Kong documents the battte between 
'bad guy" Billy Mitchell (the first player to achieve a perfect score on Pac-Man, 
and arguably the best dassic-arcade gamer of all time) and "good guy" Steve 
Wietoe [a science teacher in Redmond, Washington) to lake the Oonkey Kong 
world title. One reviewer said of Kong, 'It's not just one of the best documen¬ 
taries I've ever Seen, it's one of the best movies t've ever seenKong opens 
nationwide in August, but you can (and should!) check out the official website 
at www.biltyvsstave.com in the meanwhile. 

PLAYER PROFILE 
David Yuen is a mathematics professor at Lake For¬ 
est College in Chicago, Illinois, end holds the world 
record for the 19Bt coin-op Vizard Of Wor, scoring 
364.200 points during a videotaped session on New 
Year's Day 2005 Explains Yuen, This is a game 
that requires strategy and some thinking and analyz¬ 

ing Ip understand the movements of enemies. I have developed some tech¬ 
niques thal counter the deadly enemy wizard. Back m the '80s. a friend and 
I scored over a million points combined In a team game...Unfortunately, that 
friend Is no longer with us... so I went for the single-player high score Wizard 
of |Vorwa& the first game with a voice synthesizer; (hat's one of the appealing 
parts of the game, trying to figure out what |the Wizard] is saying?” 

—Zaeh Meston 
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As an official company mascol, Capcom’s Rockman has teen quite the mon¬ 
eymaker for the company worldwide ever since his debut back in 19B7, Wilh 
over 100 appearances in alt sorts of 2D and 3D games, US audiences 
have still managed to miss a number of interesting entries 
from reissues wilh extra features to com¬ 
pletely original concepts featuring familiar 
characters. Here ws'H took at some of the 
import titles worth tracking down by toe 
truly diehard collector. I'm skipping the well- 
intentioned fan, translations* as these aren't 
something Capcom officially supports, no 
matter how much effort dedicated diehards 
put into Item. Amusingly enough* I'm no! a 
huge fan of toe long-running series, but I've 
ended up with a few of these games over the 
years as they passed through my hands on the 
way to other fellow collectors. As to why I'm not 
that big into Rockman, weir, let's just say I'm 
getting old and breaking control lers while trying 
to beet Allen Wrench Man for the umpteenth 
time is something I rather grew out of over time. 

Like most classic games, the original six. Fa m i- 
com Rockman titles along with some of the Super 
Famioom output have been reprinted a few limes 
overseas, making completing one's collection an 
ongoing affair, While the PSone is known more 
its 3D capabilities here in the States* in Asian 
2D games were a staple on the system from i 
debut until today, In 1999, Capcom began producing 
versions ol the 8 and 16-bit Rockman games under 
the Rockman Complete Works banner specifically 
for the console* adding a number of tweaks and 
bonus content While the graphics were unchanged 
from the Femrcom originals, a few gameplay ad¬ 
justments removed things like the Infamous pause 
cheat in Rockman that allowed players to shoo! 
enemies then pause the game while damage 
from the shot continued. This loss of the exploit 
drew some complaints from purists, but made for a 
more challenging game that was now playable Ihe way 
it should have teen in the first place. The? games also 
featured an Easy mode as well as the option to hear 
original or remixed music. 

will be individual disc reissues packed wilhin a larger-sized game guide. 
The first two Rockman titles should hit import stores around the Iasi week 

of March for about $25-$30 and the list of Other games so far includes a 
few non-Rockman hits like Super Pang (Super Buster Bros*) end Sirider 
Hiryu (Strider). 

Capcom also added PocketSlation support to the games, 
hasping making the games end Ihe import-only memory 
cerd/mini-game device aN the more collectable. The P-odk 
atstallon a memory card similar to Sega's Dreamcast 
VMU, Supporting hundreds of titles including a number 
of ga mos that used the unit as a combined 
controller and storage device. However, 
short battery life and Sony's decision to 
remove PocfcetStation support from the 
majority of US games that initially had ihe 
feature doomed the tiny screened wonder 
to stay overseas where even used ones 
command sleep prices* Meanwhile, the 
Rodkman reprints did so well that they 
were reissued again a few years later 
as part of the PSone Books ooltecteon. 
reprints packed in CD-case sized book 
form with the game and a rmnLstoategy 
guide. In addition to the guides* the 
re-reissues had bug fixes, making them 
the definitive versions... at least for a 
little while. 

As luck would have it, In 2003* Capcom 
reissued Rockman 1-6 and Rockman 
XT yet again in a box set called Rockman 
Collection Special Box. In addition to the seven game discs, the box indudes 
seven pins, each with a Rockman image from the different games in the set. 
Out of production far e few yearn, this one doesn't come cheap these days. 
By the way. dear reader: Capcom isn't through by a long shot. If you're still 
interested in importing every version of the original Rockman games, Sled 
saving up that Zenny for the upcoming Cepoom Game Books series. These 

The 16-bit Rockman titles didn't get quite as much reissue love as the 
originals did, bul some import fans bite Rockman X3 as we of the 

stter games, thanks to the new music and cinemas added to the disc. 
, few fans consider this game to be Ihe besi of the 16-bit tides, but 
ny money has to go to Rockman ft Forte., but I'm getting ahead of 
Tsyself hare, if you're looking tor games that aren't reprints,, three 
original Rockman games havo appeared on the cool but ill-fated 
WonderSwan, Bandar's slim portable system designed by Ihe late 
Gunpei Yoked and his company, Kola Laboratory. One of the early 
titles was t999’s Roekmen ft Forte Mirai kara no Chosensha (Rock- 

Si Forte: Challenger from Ihe Future), a sequel to toe excel lent 
1998 Super Famioom game Rockman & Forte, On the Woncfer- 
Swan. oreal visuals coupled wtth toe usual tricky level design/ 

■lies one-iwo punch made for a solid game thai looked 
ile good despite being in glonous black and white. By 

the way. Ihai Super Famieom game eveniuaily 
made it to US shores as Mega Man ft Bass on the 
GameBoy Advance complete with a quick save 

feature the original game lacked. 

n 2003* Capcom published Rockman EXE WS for 
is WandorSwan Color* the improved (yet sti ll ill 
ted) upgrade to the original handheld. The game 

perl of what would be known here as ihe Mega 
Man Battle Network, series of games tost featured 

a greatly redesigned version of the Blue Bomber 
battling enemies in cyberspace. A second game, 
Rockman EXE Nil Battle ended up here as Mega 

Man Battle Chip Challenge on the Game Boy 
Advance. Other Rockman games have appeared 

in classic. EXE end other forms on Japanese 
cell phones and surprisingly enough, in ar¬ 
cades (Rockman- EXE: The Medal Operation 
and Roekman.EXE: Battle Chip Stadium). 
Naturally, IPs next to impossible to obtain 
ell of these titles unless Capcom 
decides to localize thorn* or In the 
case of the arcade games, you’re 
obsessed enough to try to import 
one of the machines (good luck 
with that) or go the emulation 
route. 

In other portable news, the 
1999 Neo Geo Pocket Color 
release, Rockman Battle and 

one of toe main reason to 
Featuring decent 

pods ol (he two Japanese arcade fighting 
games (Rockman: The Power Battle 
end Rockman 2: The Rower Fight¬ 
ers), toe game made tor an 
Instant hit amongst fens of that 
short-lived system, ft took 
five years for Capcom to 
finally released home 
versions of toe two 
fighters as 2004*5 
Rockman Power 
Battle Fighters on the PlaySta¬ 
tion 2. Perfectly converted 
from the originals, ihl$ 
one is tons of fast- 

paced 2D fun and 
highly recommended 

you happen to import PS2 stuff. If no!, boto 
games, appear intact cm toe Game Cube 
and PS2 versions of Mega Man Anniver¬ 
sary Collection. 

Wilh Rockman exploring other genres over toe years, there 



eventually had to be something like tMly and L ight's Rockboard; That's Para¬ 
dise, a Famicom-only Tsuguroku {board or 'table' game) and Sega Saturn 
Super Adventure Rockman (Sega Saturn, PSdoe). RocRboard was a turn- 
based roll the dree game with assorted characters from the series and yes, 
it's one you 'll either kwe or hate depending bn your tastes. Super Adventure 
Rockman was a 199B entry on three discs combining text-based or animated 
story sequences with none too thrilling first-person combat areas. Since It 
was never translated into English legally. 
er$ who (rack this one down will need to r 
walkthroughs in order to gat through this one InlacL 

Going back a bit. Sega Mega Dnve owners m Japan 
and Europe got one of the Rockman grails in the form 
of Rockman Mega World (Mega Man: The Wily Wars). 
Although rf was pert of Capoom's early 90's US publish¬ 
ing deal with Sega and ads were produced for a Genets 
version, the game never got a boxed retease here. It dwf 
however, become available as pan of the Sega Channel 
library, but that caWe service {which predated download 
services such as Turner Broadcasting's GamaTap) was only 
available in selected US markets sod was phased out before 
it really had a chance to catch on. As you can imagine, this 
one is quite pricey in physlcaf form, with the Japanese version 

fetching more than ths UK one despite the 
latter being fully transited in English. By 

the way, ths game is a retelling of Rock- 
man 1-3 with a few new bosses, slightly 

upgraded visuals and what seme see as 
tougher gamepfay in spots. 

Another game that didn't get a 
standalone US release, but Is 
available in English (in RAL/UK 
format) te ISGra PSone import, 
Rockman Battle and Chase 
(Mega Man Battle and Chase), 
The game is a Mono Kart-style 
racer that's quite a bit of fun. 

despite a few awkward tracks 
hare and there. Just like Wily 
Wars, this one also appeared 
in game magazine ads and 

previews, but it vanished 
off release charts without 

a whisper as to why it 
cot canned. Like the 

two Rockman fight¬ 
ing games, FS2 and 
Game Cube owners 
eventually got this 

one stateside, this 
time as part 

of Mega Man 
X Collection, released 
here in 2006. 

The most difficult 
game to acquire these 
days has to be 200 Vs 
Rockman Strategy, a 
Chinese-developed 
PC game that was 
approved by Cepcom, 
who Bcansed the char¬ 
acters out to the game's 
developer, AcerTWP. I 
hod heard of this a white 
back, but 1 thought it was 
no more than vaporware 

or some sort of overty 
ambitious fan project 
not given the groan 
light by Capcom. 
However, a bit of 
research shows 
that not only is il 
a true Rockman 

game, it has also been out of production 
for a few years, making it super rare 
(and probably not compatible on a new 
or recently purchased PC). The game 
is a sprite-based strate¬ 
gic RRG 

pseudo 
3D back¬ 
grounds 
and a huge 
cast of fa¬ 
miliar char- 
actereffom 
the franchise. 
It's probably 
never going to 
be remade for 
the US market, 
but it’s also 
impossible to 
guess what would 
happen if Capcom 
decided to look 
into entering the 
US market with a 
turn-based 
SPRG 

lariy with 
ing well enough, perhaps well 
see Ihis one show up in one 
form or anolher as a current- 
gen game.., 



Taking video games to the next level 
There are a multitude of reasons why people collect videogames, and ev¬ 
eryone has an angle: "I played this title as a youth',"1 want every tide in the 
series", or 1 love the gamepiay* are the usual favorites. But for the rare few 
who have experience banging on the hardware itself, there exists another 
kind of admiration for a game - Ihe way it is programmed, the way it controls 
the hardware, or otherwise gets the console to produce graphics or audio it 
was never mean) (o produce. For such people, clever programming tricks 
earn the most respect, regardless of how good the gameplay is (although, 
thankfully, the gameplay Is usually fantastic on such titles}. Such people are 
proud to say, "I collect titles that beat consoles Into submission." 

where the original hardware designers never intended such capabilities. 
Check out these titles and you may be surprised by what some of the games 
in your collection are capabl’e of. 

Some cl these titles are easy to spot, such as the popular Donkey Kong 
Country. But for each of the popular ones, there exist several more under the 
radar. This article will try to point out some of the mors interesting examples 
of games that drive consoles harder than they were meant to, and also try to 
explain why they should be respected as such. 

Miracle Consoles 

Before looking at individual titles, lot's look at a couple of entire consoles. 
For each of these consoles, almost every single game automatically qualities 
as e slam dunk, for the simple fact that each system was incredibly difficult to 
program for. 

Atari 2600: 
For anyone with knowledge of classic hardware, the Atari 2600 immediately 
sticks out as a console that was ludicrously difficult to program for. Most 
consoles, even early &-bit ones, have a concept of a frame buffer, which is 
an area of memory you can change and immediately see your results on¬ 
screen. You don't have to keep changing that memory - one simple change 
and your results are visible until you change them again. This is great for 
backgrounds, scores, and other non-moving stuff. But Ihe Atari 2600 had 
no frame buffer. Displaying graphics on the 2600 was a matter of telling the 
console what to display on every scanline (each horizontal Jlna ol a televi¬ 
sion screen) as the 2600 was drawing that very 
line. That's a very short amount of time, and 
the 2600 had a very slow processor (a MQS 
6507 running at slightly over 1MHz). Code that 
displayed 2600 graphics was literally a race 
against lime, frantically trying to choose spriies 
and colors before the television electron guns 
drew the very scanline the game was trying to 
build. Today, the joke amongst Atari program¬ 
mers who created those early games was, "At 
Atari, 1 learned to count to 76,' which was the 
amount of machine cycles you had available 
before you ren out of timel 

Titio: Sftm Rtrifl&r 
Platform; Atari Lynx 
Trick; Simulated 30 funnels 
Background: The Alan Lynx 
is mostly known as the first 
handheld console to fail in 
the marketplace against 
Nintendo's Game Boy jug¬ 
gernaut, but what isn't well 
known is how m uch the 
Lynx was a programmer's 
dream come true. Unlimited 
scalable spriies, four-chan¬ 
nel stereo digitized sound, 
a math co-processor, and 
Over 4000 colors to choose 
from meant that theoretically anything was possible on the bulky handheld. 
Even so, the arcade version of Stun Runner had the player race through 3D 
polygonal tunnels that were too computationally intensive lo port verbatim 
to the Lynx, so when given the mandate to port the game to the Lynx, the 
obvious question for the developers was: How to draw the tunnels? The 
developers who ported Ihe game ingeniously used the sprite hardware to 
simulate ihe tunnels by firsl creating a turret "slice’ sprite, like a circle or 
ring facing the player, and than using scaled copies of that sprite to build the 
tunnel each frame. The smaller copies formed the end of the 
tunnel, and the larger copies formed the part closest to the 
player. And the best pari is that it didn't take a ton of memory 
for each scaled sprite - the Lynx sprite hardware scaled them 
real-time, allowing for the entire game to lit in 256KB of ROM 
including the digitized speech used in ihe game. 

Sega 32X: 
To jump from the Atari 2600 to the Sega 32X 
seems like a craiy leap, and the 32X was 
ceriainly not underpowered: It had two 23MHz 
32-bit RISC processors, certainly enough for decent graphics, right? All 
of the commercials for the 32X showed “next-gen' 3D graphics like Virtua 
Fighter. Doom, and Star Wore Arcade, So why include the 32X as a console 
that was difficult to program for? Because the #1 selling point for ihe 32X 
was the 3D graphics - yet, the system itself had no 3D hardware whatsoever. 
Every single 3D game tor the 32X calculated and rendered all 3D completely 
in software. The quality and speed of the graphics wore dictated completely 
by the skill of the programmers. This is why Star Wars Arcade was flat- 
shaded, and Metal Head was full-screen texture-mapped, and Darxkte was 
light-source texture-mapped, each with a different level of detail and speed. 
It was up to each programmer to decide how bast to implement the game on 
the hardware, using his or her own methods. 

Title: Zero Tolerance. Battle Frenzy, Toy Story 
Platform: Sega Genesis 

Trick: 'Wolfenstein 3D" tor the Genesis 
Background: When Wotfenslein 3D 
was released on the PC in 1992, It was 
followed by many imitators - on the PC. | 
With the exception of the Super NES, 
16-bit consoles of the time lacked the 
capabilities necessary for the pseudo-3D technique, 
called Raycasting, due to the amount of processing 
power required as well as needing a traditional fr¬ 
amebuffer. But that didn’t slop some developers from 
trying to cash in on FPS craze, further advanced by 
Doom in late 1993. Zero Tolerance and Battle Frenzy, 
both released in 1994, are very capable Raycast- 
ing first-person shooter games that shew anything is 
possible with a little elbow grease. Two years later, 
complete mastery of the technique was shown in... 
Toy Story? Yes, Psygnosis' game, while not a shooter, 
displayed tolly textured depth-shaded walls/floors,'' 

ceilings in a 'find the aliens" mini-game, Toy Story for Genesis is another 
example of “With Age Comes Wisdom." It was released in 1996, at the end of 
the console’s life. (Look for other tricks in Toy Story unconventional for that 
platform, such as parallax wooden floors, and the textured road in the driving 
sequences.) 

Wisdom Comes With Age 

Most consoles have a fairly predictable lifecycle: They're introduced with 
a handful of games that merely function on the system: then, as lime goes 
by, programmers learn how to code for it better. The result Is that games 
released near the end of a system's lifespan are almost always much more 
technologically advanced than for when the system was first built. Such titles 
achieve tilings trial seem impossible for the console to do, l ike play digitized 
speech, display lextureHnapped graphics, or show an expanded color range 

Ttie: Resident Evil 2 
Platform: Nintendo 64 
Trick: Full-motion video 
Background: For the N64, 
there is surely no larger 
programming tour-de-fonce 
than Resident Evil 2, If for the 
simple fact (hat it contains 
over 15 minutes of foil-mo¬ 
tion video, In toll 24-bit color. 
Developer Angel Studios had 
one hell of a challenge on 
their hands, and it was devel¬ 
oper Todd Meynink's daunting job to somehow compress the video contained 
on the PlayStation version Into a mere 25 megabytes for inclusion in RE2. 
How he did it is beyond the scape of this article, but the most significant tricks 
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- Harder! 
used were a compression scheme' similar to MPEG-1, and also halving the 
framerate of the source material tram 30 frames per second dawn to IS. (To 
hide the tower framerere, (he playback engine 'blended" between frames so 
that it more closely resembled the original material's motion.} R£2 for the 
N64 achieved an industry first, and paved the way for similar techniques to 
he used to embed video In other cartridg&based consoles. 

Title: Shadow of Elite Seas; 
Platform: Atari Lynx 
Trick: More than 16 cotore 
onscreen simultaneously 
Background: The Atari 
Lynx advertised 16 col ore 
onscreen from a palette 
ol 4096. But one look at 
Shadow of the Beast and 
you can count more than 16 
onscreen at one time. How 
was this possible? To see 
the (rick, look at the back¬ 
ground. with the blue-to-pu rple 
gradated sky. in (he raw 
framebuffer of the Lynx, the background sky colors are actually all one solid 
color wilh a single odor patette entry. The programmers coded (he game to 
change that palette entry every few scanlines in real-time as the frame was 
scanned top (0 bottom and displayed by the hardware. (This kind orreal-time 
color changing might remind you of Ihe only way to program for another Atari 
console, the 2600,) 

Trite: Sonic 3D Stest 
Platform: Sega Genesis 
Trick: Hardware texlure- 
mapping, full-motion video 
Background: As soon as 
you power up Sonic 3D 
Blast, you’re met with the 
only full-screen, foil-color 
video on any Genesis cart. 
Animation takes up a lot of 
ROM space, so how was II 
done? This impressive teat 
was done by cheating on the 
resolution a little bit. if you 
examine the video closely, 
you can see il is made op of 
2k2 end 3x3 'blocks’, While the Genesis has a native resolution of 320x224, 
the actual video has a source resolution of approximately 126x90. making the 
amount of animation data easier to fit into the 4 MB ROM. But the other treat 
in fhe cartridge is some pseudCHtextore-mapping in the bonus stage, where 
the bridge you run on (as well as the perils below) are colored wllh a variable- 
sized texture, and get bigger as they got toward you - all at tha full Genesis 
fra me rote of 60 frames per second, 

I 
Full-screen color animation In a Genesis can 

Tille: Red Zone 
Platform: Sega Genesis 
Trick: The kitchen sink 
Background: The developers of Red Zone, Zyrinx, 
were former demooodars, and the two most popular 
computers of ihelr lime to code demos on were Ihe 
Alari ST end the Amiga, both of which used the Mo¬ 
torola 66Q0Q CPU. The Genesis also uses a 66000. 
so while the undedying graphics arehiiecture of ell 
three machines were different, they 
must have fell confident they could 
produce a technically stunning game, 
especially after the success of Zero 
Tote ranee, their Wolfenstoin 30 done. 

But while Zero Totanance was a one-trick pony, Red Zone was 
an entire herd of Clydesdales. Red Zone features too many 
tricks to explain each one individually, but Ihe mere list itself 
is impressive: Rotating textured backgrounds. 3D polygonal 
graphics, variable overhead zoom, and to Emotion video are all 
showcased withoul the use of any additional hardware. 

Title: Spike 
Platform; Vedrex 
Trick: Digitized Speech 
Background: The Vecfrex was equipped with a vary simple 
sound chip, the General Instrument AY-3-6910 (toe same chip used in several 
home computers, like tha MSX and Atari ST) and could produce up to three 
simple tones at a given time, as wall as a noise channel. But the engineers 
at GGE were among the first to figure out that toe sound chip could be fooled 
into creating a level' sound wave - a sound waveform Ihat is fixed at a 
certain level (think of a horizontal line drawn 

on paper, and you've got the idea). By 
quickly altering the volume of that sound 
a! extremely high speeds, toe level wave 
could be shaped "up' and 'down' into any 
waveform they wanted. GCE used this for 
playing actual human speech through the 
Vecuex. such as "Help! Spikef from toe 
girl that too player is trying to save. This 
technique, known as Pulse Code Modula¬ 
tion. required every single ounce of power 
the lowly Motorola 6SA09 CPU too Veofrex 
used, which, at barely 1.6MHz, could do 
nothing else while toe sound was playing. 
Since it locked up the machine while play¬ 

ing, and since ROM space was so small, it was 
only used for very short samples - but It's sWI a 
great trick and helped sell cartridges for GCE. 

Tide: Row? Rash series, $ Muhin' 
Platform; Sega Genesis 
Trick: Realtime scaled aperies 
Background; With tha exception of 

larger when it is closer, there was 
only one option available. Store mufr 
tiprie copies of the sprite m various 
sizes. Thfs took up ROM space, but 
even if you had plenty of ROM evati- 
abte. k mean! ihat gameplay objects 
tended to “pop' between sizes as 
they goi closer to you. The program¬ 
mers at Etectrcmic Arts wanted to 
solve both problems al once, so they 
managed to utilize the power of toe 
Motorola 68000 CPU in toe Sega 
Genesis and wrote routines that 

Tille: Jinks 
Platform: Atari 7800 
Tfick: Digitized Sound 
Background: When, you think of the Atari 7800, you Ihink of Atari's last 6-bil 
gasp before they finally gave up the ghost and want to greener 16-bit a Ad 
32-bil pastures. So it would be natural to assume Ihat toe Aten 7600. with its 
much better graphics, would also have much better sound than toe 2600 that 
inspired ft... except you’d be wrong. The Atari 7800 has exactly toe same 
two-voice simple lone generator as found in tha 2600, which goes a king way 
In explaining why most 7800 titles bad temble audio. Yet the first time you 
start up the game Jinks, you can hear - clearly! - a long stretch of digitized 
sound and music, and can also hear a short intro before each level. Since 
toe 2fiG0's audio hardware could barely produce toe simple audio il was 
designed for, this was and continues to be a small miracle- While the details 

of haw il is achieved are difficult to 
come by, a quick glance at toe tech¬ 
nical specs suggests that it may have 
been achieved using a technique 
celled Pulse Width Modulation, which 
simply put Is toggling speaker dulpul 
on and off again at very high speed 
to simulate a waveform. Trivia: If 
you listen closely to the intro sound, 
you can hear some portions taken 
from the arcade game Gauntlet. 

toe Atari Lynx, Neo-Geo. and Super NES, alt consoles up to and including 
the 16-bit era couldn’t change the size of a graphics sprite. So whenever a 
programmer wanted to simulate perspective in a game, such as displaying an 
object small when it is tar away and 

would resEe a single sprite smaller or larger as needed. The extra process¬ 
ing required hurt tha framerate a bit - Road Rash runs at about 15 frames 
per seoond instead of the usual 80 - but there are a lot more objects in toe 
game as a result, none of which "pop' as they gel closer to you. The engine 
in Road Rash was successful enough foot it was ten! out to other EA games, 
such as Skiichin’. 
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Title: Freeway 
Platform: Atari 2600 
Trick: Multiple non-flicker- 
ing sprites 
Background: TbeAtari 
2600 was designed to 
play Pong, and that's 
not an exaggeration. 
Officially, it provided 
two "missile" sprites, 
a one-pixel “ball", and 
a playfietd color per 
scanline. That's the bare 
minimum you need to 
pfeyPong. There weren't 
even multiple colors to choose from: sprites were one color, so if you wanted 
a multi-color sprite, you had to alter the color of the sprite before the next 
line of the screen was being drawn by the electron gun of tha television set it 
was connected to. If you wanted more than (wo sprites onscreen at a time, 
you had lo "share' time with the other sprites, causing the sprite flicker we all 
know end hate so much. Knowing all this, pop Freeway into your Atari 2660 
and don'i even play it- Just sit back and fry to figure out how David Crane 
achieved not four, not eight, but 24 moving sprites onscreen simultaneously, 
with two vertically moving sprites, with no flicker whatsoever. You can look 
at a disassembly of the game cartridge and you'll still have trouble frying to 
figure soma of it oul Trivia: Freeway has uncharacteristically realistic sound 
effects - the car horns sound virtually identical 
to actual oar horns. 

Title: Hard Drivin\ Steel Tetons 
Platform: Atari Lynx 
Trick: 3D polygonal game worlds 
Background; The Atari Lynx remains one of the 
most curious handheld systems ever released: 
From a hardware standpoint, it was mcred- 
ibty flexible, having more untapped hardware 
assistance than any other handheld up until ihe 
release of (he Game Bay Advance, nearly 16 
years later. Yel from a marketing standpoint, 
it was one of the most horrible and expensive 
failures of the handheld industry. One of those 
marketing blunders was frying to port arcade 
games to the Lynx - even the 3D titles. Imagine that you're a programmer 
who's just been fold that your next project is to port Hard Drivin', the arcade 
title that was designed show off Atari’s new 3D driving simulator and a 
showcase for the R&D partnership between Atari and Namco. A state of the 
art 3D arcade simulator - for the Lynx! Well, if you're John Sanderson (ihe 
programmer in question}, you would probably flip out for a few minutes, and 
then start investigating what the Lynx can do. The designers of the Lynx had, 
almost at the last minute, added a separate math co-processor that could do 
a single 16x16-bit mulliply or a single 3^16-bit divide, in parallel execulion 
with tha CPU, It may not seem like much, but since most simple 3D systems 
are based on 16.16 fixed-point malh, it was enough to do the calculations. 
The end result, also seen in Steel Talons, is a true 3D polygonal world. The 
calculations were shared between the math coprocessor and Ihe main MDS 
65CQ2 CPU simultaneously during gameplay. While it ianT a spaed demon 
- bolh games have a framerate of 4 frames per second - it shows what you 
can do when you exploit all areas of the hardware simultaneously. To further 
reflect on this achievement, consider the feet that ihe nexl handheld consols 
to have fully 3D games was the Game Boy Advance - released 13 years 
after the Lynx, 

Title: Path of Weo 
Platform; PlayStation 2 
Trick: Normal Mapping 
Background: Wait a second, how does a PlayStation. 2 game make a list 
reserved for underpowered consoles? When it exceeds tha 3D capabilities of 
ihe machine, that's when! TTw PS2's 3D hardware can only do so muoh, fall¬ 
ing short of the other sixteen consoles of its time like the Xbox and Gam&- 
Cube. Bui Shiny, (he developers of Palh of Neo. realized thai ihey oould 
exploit the multi-pass nature of the PS2's GS (Graphics Synthesizer} chip 
to Implement normal mapping, Normal Mapping is a method of simulating 
additional geometry without all ihe pesky computational load that comes with 
a highly-detailed 30 model, and is best used to simulate subtle detail such as 
beard stubble, cracks in brick, finely-brushed steel, etc. lhat react lo camera 
movement and light changes. The technique is traditionally implemented 
using a four-pass rendering method, and requires only a fraction of ihe time it 

would lake compared to if each little crack and crevice were actually defined 
in 3D space. How many passes was the GS chip engineered lo perform in 
heavy use? Four passes. Which makes Path of Neo one of the best looking 
games ever lo come out on Ihe platform. Not to mention the volumetric light¬ 
ing, projected light, depth of field, and other traditional Iricks it uses , 

Title: Donkey Kong Country 
Platform: SNES 
Tricks: Incredibly detailed 
end shaded graphics 
Background; Finally, we pay 
homage to the most popular 
game on this list, and the one 
most commonly associated 
with pushing ihe Soper NES 
harder. The graphics in DKG 
were stunning, sporting a 
new technique called ACM 
that allowed for realistic 
shading of character sprites. 
Magazine reviews raved 
about ACM and universally gave DKC high marks for (he graphics alone. 
So how was this accomplished? By cheating! ACM was little more than a 
marketing buzzword (much like “Blast Processing" was for the Genesis) that 
stood for Advanced Computer Modeling. What they didn't tell you was lhat 
the Advanced Computer in ACM was not ihe Super NES - it was a Silicon 

Graphics workslalion lhat rendered ail of the graphics 
beforehand irv full 3D, a process lhat took 
days, When finally finished, the end results 
were converted into 256-cotor graphics for 
use on Ihe SNES. This process is common¬ 
ly known as "pre-rendering"' today, So the 
"trick* wasn't a hardware-engineering trick, 
but rather a social engineering trick (market¬ 
ing},.. which is probably the most clever brick 
on this list, if you think about it. (To be fair to 
this list, DKC also employed some palette¬ 
switching tricks to wrestle more than 25$ 
colors onscreen at one time.) 

These are but a lew of Ihe hundreds of titles 
across the years that have pushed consoles 

up to and slightly beyond their established limits. But what if you 
need that extra little push that just can'i be done in software? 

Not Enough Power? Grow The Console 

Distributors, programmers, and users ail have a love-hate relationship with 
cartridge-based consoles. Distributors hate the manufacturing cost, but love 
Ihe anli-piracy angle; users like the form feeler and loading times, but hate 
ihe retell cosl of cartridges over CDs and DVDs. Bui programmers go to 
further extremes: They really hale the storage limitations, but really love the 
fact that cartridges are extensions of the console itseff. Cartridges are meant 
lo increase the console's ROM space (Read-Only Memory, where game code 
and data is stored), but a few companies over the years have exploited the 
cartridge format to expand the console's abilities, Can't play more Ihan a 
single sound? Can't save games in progress? Can't draw fast enough? Add 
extra hardware to the cartridge ilself! 

Hero's a list of games (hat hide extra muscle under the plastic: 

Tlda: Pitfetf ff 
Platform: Atari 2600 
Extra Hardware: Custom sound 1C 
Background; David Crane came from a 
hardware engineering background, which 
helped him create the highly successful 
Pitfall. So when David wanted lo expand 
Pitfall into a sequel, witfi vertical scrolling 
playfislds and a background music track, 
he knew the only way to do lhat was to 
expand the capabilities of the 2600 ilself. 
He did this with the creation of a custom 
1C called ihe DPC (Display Processor 
Chip} embedded in the cartridge. The 
DPC offered more flexible bank switching (accessing areas of memory in 
ways not usually possible), storage for 2K additional dele, a three-voice 



POKEY gave the audio some punch 

square wave generator (which boosted the total number of 2600 sound chan¬ 
nels up to 5!}r and three random number generators. It was his hope that it 
would be licensed for use fry third parties, but by the lime Pitfall It cams out to 
showcase the new capabilities, the entire home console market was collaps¬ 
ing gnd the DPC never saw use again. 

Title: Botiblazw, Commando 
Platform: Atari 7000 
Extra Hardware: POKEY sound 3C 
Background: As previously men¬ 
tioned, the Atari 7800 used exactly 
the same sound processor as the 
Atari 2600, which is why most 7600 
games sound terrible compared 
to other platforms of its era. To 
combat this, two original non-Atarl 
titles borrowed the sound generator 
from the previous Atari console, the 
5200, and directly included it into 
the cartridge. Named "POKEY’, it 
was capable of op to four channels of square waves, which was enough to 
give BelltHazer the distinctive title theme it Is famous for, and for Commando 
to have four-voice sound effects alt throughout gameplay. So if you're trying 
to repair the sound In an Atari 5200/400/800/610-, grab one of the extremely 
common Ballblazer cartridges and crack it open to get an extra POKEY chip, 

Tilfe: SterFdx. Super Mario World 2: Yoshi's Island, others 
Platform: SNES 
Extra Hardware: Super FX processor 
Background: Most people remember 
only one "hardware-assisted- cartridge 
from the history of cartridge console 
gaming, and this is it. Created in 1998 
and Introduced in Star Fox, the Super 
FX processor made 3D worlds pos¬ 
sible for the lowly CPU to the Super 
NES (which was a variant of the CPU 
in the Apple tigs, so you can guess 
how slow it was). Most people think 
that the Super FX processor, from its 
use In Star Fox, was a complex mafo 
coprocessor responsible for all of the 
calculations Involved to building a 3D 
world, but the apposite was actually 
true: The primary function of the 

Super FX, as used in most games, was bitmap manipulation. The ability to 
draw arbitrary polygons quickly was something the Super NES lacked, so the 
SupeF FX took that function over to quickly render a world using hundreds 
of polygons. Later, a faster version of the chip was used in Yoshi's Island 
tor some bitmap special affects, like full-screen sprites and multiple levels of 
parallax. The Super FX was eventually used in. other games, such as Vortex, 
Dirt Trax FX, and Doom, but it was the sales of Star Fox alone that made the 
Super FX the most widely purchased RISC processor in 1998 and 1994. 

Title: Virtue Raping 
Platform; Sega Genesis 
Extra Hardware: Saga Virtual 
Processor 
Background: Seeing the 
success of Nintendo's Star 
Fox in 1993, Sega answered i, with toeirown graphics 

coprocessor, the SVP 
{Sega Virtual Proces¬ 
sor). Like the Super 
FX. the Idea was to 
use it to several game 
cartridges far advanced 
effects: however, due to Sege's internal confusion regarding console 
development and marketing, It was used In only one game: Virtua 
Racing, The SVP was a RISC-based CPU and was initially thought 
lo perform the forge amounts of number-crunching and rendering to 
Virtual Racing, but this Is Incorrect: The SVP, tike the Super FX, was 
primarily a bitmap manipulator, The mein purpose of the SVP was to 
render polygons, but it went a step further and did so as 0x8 patterns, 

which could then easily be transferred to the Genesis' Bx8 tife-basod graphics 
memory, This freed the Genesis from having to actually generate the graph¬ 

ics and concentrate purely on calculation, which was one of two reasons that 
Virtue Racing had a higher speed and polygon count than what the Super 
NES + Super FX could do. The other reason? Since both Star Fox and 
Virtua Racing used the console's CPU for calculations, the console limited 
the number of polygons that could be handled at one time. The Super NES 

Is a 10-bit CPU running at 3.58MHz: the Sega Genesis uses a 32-fril CPU 
running at 7.16MHz. So even with the Super FX's help, the SNES was at 
a computational! disadvantage when if came to 3D- All this power came at 
a very hefty pries, unfortunately: Virtue Racing debuted with a retail price 
oT $100. a direct result of the added cost of the SVP itself, 

Tiite: Trie Legend ofZelda 
Platform: NES 
Extra Hardware: Bette ry- 
backed RAM 
Background: The Legend of 
Zelda has to be one of the 
moat well known carts in the 
entire world, right up with 2600 
Combat end NES Super Mario 

Bros., so the history of this title 
doesn’t need to be covered In 
depth. Suffice It to say that it was 
the first home console game car¬ 
tridge with battery-backed RAM to 
hold genre saves, so that typing 
in cumbersome "save passwords’ became a thing of the past, Trivia; Saved 
games used only a small amount of the battery-backed RAM. The program¬ 
mers took advantage of this by copying utility code and data to the unused 
portion avery time you start the game for extra functionality- 

wrapping it up 

As technology speeds towards a singularity, it is easy to forget that, In the 
good old days, often it was the superior technology that sold games and 
systems A faster or more colorful game, tike those to the coin-op arcades of 
tite time, was more familiar to consumers and easier to sell. Extending toe 
life of a console was usually done fry the console manufacturers themselves 
(such as the CofooViston, InteHivtsion, and Genesis add-orvs), but what Is 
much more fascinating Is when deveto pere sometimes decided to taka mat¬ 
ters into their own hands to order to give their games that extra edge. Not 
every attempt was worth toe trouble - Hard Orivin’ is, indeed, much harder 
than It needs to be thanks to the slideshow-tike framerata - but all of them 
were fascinating examples of what happened when a software or hardware 
engineer decided to flex their musefes a little. 

Jim Leonard is a founder of MobyGames.com. the world's largest and moat 
comprehensive online electronic games database. In his spare time, he cre¬ 
ates computer-animated DVDs, follows how computers, aud consoles have 
been used In unconventional and artistic ways, and keeps a steady supply of 
Classic ga mes ready for his 7- and 10-yr-oW boys lo devour. 

* Jim 
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Simply stated, the graphics ate incredible. The developers have managed 
to squeeze every drop of processing power out of the PlayStation 2, ana 
the result is a game that is comparable to any of the early PS3 games. The 
environments are all terrifica&y detailed and the game never tags even when 
they are dozens of characters attacking Kratas at the same time. The sound 
is similarly incredible, featuring a moody orchestral scone and excellent voree 
work from Ihe game's maFn characters 

Taken as a whole. God of War li is a tremendous achievement. It is a game 
that wilt never be- rare among collectors, but it is the' rare game that is nearly 

- Chris Brown 

Hotel DusK tells the story of s former NYPD 
detective named Kyle Hyde who 
checks himself into the Hotel 
Kyle now is a salesman, but 
he has a side job of locating 
information and items for clients 
who don't necessarily went to go 
to the police. Although it's one 
of these jobs I h at bring Kyle to 
Ihe hotel, he soon learns that 
ibis seemingly common errand 
is somehow tied to his own past, 
As Kyle tries to uncover the 
truth, be becomes entangled In 
a diabolical mystery. 

I! The first thing players wilt notice 
| is Hotel dusk's stylish presen¬ 

tation, reminiscent of the 80s 
bend A-He's "Taka on Me" music 
video. The graphics just bleed 
classic fil m noir. which helps Immerse players into the game. Mot surprise 
ingfy, the Nintendo OS lends itself perfectly to Hotel Dusk. For starters, the 
Nintendo DS needs to be turned 90 degrees counter-clockwise on its side, 
allowing for straightforward and seamless controls The top screen, which Is 
now on She lefl, shows a firsl-parson view, while the touch screen js reserved 
primarily for the hotel's map, You move Kyle by lapping and dragging his icon 
around the map. and you can interact with objects and people by doing the 
same. 

Graphic adventure games must have a great story, and Hotel Dusk: Room 
215 has it in spades. Every encounter with the hotel's workers and residanis 
Jeads you closer and Closer to solving the mystery. 
From ihe moment you enter Hotel Dusk you will be confronted with oddities 
on an almost nightmarish scale. You will meet the owner of the establish¬ 
ment, Dunning Smith, who for some reason is able to guess your name. Bui 
how is that possible? After making yourself at home in this bizarre place you 
will meet up with quite a motley group of characters, some even from your 
past including a pickpocket name Louie. The amazing thing eboui Hotel 

God of War II 
Platform: PSZ 
Developer. SCEA Santa Monica 
Publisher: Sony Computer Entertainment Amenca, Inc, 
Release Dare: March 13, 2007 

Market research indicates lhat Including the words 
end "War" in the title of a game tends to render said 
game an instant classic. Some have argued that the 
sample size is too small (two games to be exact), and 
lhat the data is skewed by tha fact that the games God 
of War and God of War I t are bolh, “totally awesome." 

That bold statement cannot be argued however, as 
God of War il ratchets up the therapeutically violent 
gamaplay and pulpy Greek mythology that made the 
original so entertaining. The sequel is especially beefy 
whan il comas to boss battles, which have Increased 
both in number and sheer scope. And the perpetually infuriated Kratos has 
been given new reasons to be enraged and new methods of delivering his 
wrath. 

From a gameplay standpoint, God of War III is a winner from the start. The 
levels are massively interconnected mazes strewn with enemies end dotted 
with puzzles, and though the action is frequently very challenging, rt never 
gets to (he point that gamers will want to seek counseling. The sto^lne is not 
as fleshed cut and interesti ng as in the first game, but it is compelling enough 
to serve its purpose. 

Hotel Dusk: Room 215 
Platform: Nintendo DS 
Developer: Gtrrg, Inc, 
Pu blisher: Nintendo of America, Inc. 
Retease Date: January 23,2007 

For some reason, some gaming 
genres fall out of fashion. One 
such casualty is the graphic ac van- 
lure It used to be a mainstay on computers 

I in the late 80s and early 90s, but fell out of 
favor with gamers. Allhough the reasons 
why are numerous, most people cite the 
dse of another up and coming genre, the 
first-person shooter as the primary catalyst 
for this change. Titles like Wotfensteln 3*0, 
and Doom ell but replaced market focus on 
previous hits like Sam & Max and the King's 

Quest series, almost like a changing of the 
guard for interactive entertainment. Thera 
were some great graphic adventure titles 
released Eater, but for the most pad Ihe genre 
popularity petes in comparison \o the early 
days of PC gaming. Well, thanks to Nintendo 
and developer Cing, the graphic adventure 
has made a comeback with Hotel Dusk: 
Room 215. 

Review 
Ratings = Awful > = Poor »= Decent 3= Good " Great 



Reviews 
Dusk. Room 215 is how it takes something very ordinary, like a conversation 
with s little girt, and transforms into something! other worldly, and frightening. 
Along with tee great story and plot, the puzzles In Hotel Dusk are fantastic, 
and some are very Nintendo DS-specific in (hair implementation. Soma 
puzzles may have you blow air on the microphone to remove duet from a 
plague on the wall, or manipulate items on a table by using the stylus. Thera 
are traditional pushes In Hotel Dusk: Room 215 as well so don't worry about 
this game being a one sided challenge. Most of tee puzzles are quite easy, 
with only one or two that would qualify as being difficult. More often than not 
the answer will likely be staring you in the face. 

Hotel Dusk: Room 215 Is one compelling piece of software. Gamers of any 
skill level can enjoy end marvel at its brliant design, and gameplay. The only 
Shortcoming is that once it’s completed, there fe little to entice gamers for a 
return visit. Regardless of tins fed. Hole! Dusk: Room 215 Is a wonderfully 
original, and thoroughly entertaining piece of software that anyone can play 

and enjoy. A must buy for anyone who enjoys great story telting, and 
||l. games in general. 

■ Stephen Smith 

Dead Rising 
Platform; Microsoft XBox 360 
Developer Capoom Production 

Studio 1 
Publisher Capoom USA, Inc. 
Release Date; Augusta, 2006 

i place lo slock up on health, boosting food. 

While making sure Frank survives the Ihree days is the biggest priority of 
Dead Rising, there are quite a few other activities to pass the time. The prim 
cipat activity is completing U>e mate quest and discovering the troth behind 
the zombie outbreak. However if gamers get bored or have time between 
missions, one can save other survivors, fight dangerous psychopaths that 
have cracked under pressure, or take pictures with Frank's camera. Ail of 
these, add depth lo tea occasionally monotonous gameplay. 

One of the greatest elements of Dead Rising Is building up Frank West's 
character by earning experience points. Frank can lavel up by doing any 

of Ihe various activities or missions, which in turn will grant Frank more 
hearth boxes, item space, attack and speed power, 

or even brand new hand-to-hand sombre 
Crushing moves, The best pari is that at Ihe 
end of the first play-through, gamers will be 
able to cany over their stats onto another 
play-through, making the game ell She more 
easier to unlock the harder lo reach activities 
and items. A maximum level of 50 is possible, 
but it should take the average gamer at least 
a handful of run-teroughs to roach ii. 

There is big trouble i n the quiet littte city 
of Willamette, Colorado. Outbreaks of 

seemingly dead residents have been 
reported walking the earth in search of 
live human flesh on which to gnaw. Worst of all, miFiiary 
checkpoints are stationed at ovary erftr&npe and axil of 
the entire city to quarantine the mess. The only hope dF 
survival and rescue for potential survivors is boarded 
up in tee locai hangout tee safe haven known as (he 
Willamette Parkview MaH. 

Dead Rising may sound like tea perfect game, 
bul e lol of imperfections hold it back from 
being a must buy. The biggest issue with Ihe 
game is the microscopic in-game text that is re¬ 
quired to read If one wishes to progress Ihrough 
the main quest. The creators of Dead Rising 
have gone on record saying that the game was 

meant to be pleyed on a High Definition television, bul even 
they may have a tough lime deciphering the almost illegible 

p~9 text. Other niipicks include e poor save system, frustrating 
civilian Al. end a lack of co-op or multiplayer, but for every one 
thing is docs wrong, ft corrects ft by doing many things nght, 

Spectacular visuals, great sound effects and voice acting, and an all-around 
genius premise. Dead Rising is an undeniable guilty pleasure for all XBox 
360 owners. Wite a qulefc, fun and addictive single-player, Ihe game exudes 
an almost reminiscently arcade reeling and will keep gamers pleasantly 
content for days. 

- Erik Waters 

If Ihe premise to the XBox 360's new smash hit Dead Rising sounds 
familiar, that's because Ii probably is, Horror movie buffs will recog¬ 
nize tee concept of (he game from George A Romero’s 1973 zombie 
flick "Dawn of the Dead' in which survivors also ere boarded up in 
(he local city malt from an invading zombie population. Neverthe¬ 
less. despite how similar or borrowed the ptet may seem, watching 
ihe concept and actually playing tee concept are quite Ihe separate 
experiences. 

Once gameplay starts, players are forced to find and utilize any 
weapons, makeshift Items, or food products from tee numerous 
stems or areas tn the mail. Of course whatever store one ventures 
into will decide which types of items can be used. Tool shops supply 
interesting weapon possibilities like hedge clippers and chainsaws to 
fend off the invading zombie horde, while grocery stores are a great 

Despite the military and madia warnings, freelance 
journalist Frank West has hired a helicopter ptlot to 
fly him inlo the now chaotic WrltametiiQ and 
land on the roof of Ihe mall. Once he is in, he 
will have 72 hours (around 6 hours in real¬ 
time) lo tight, rescue, and ultimately uncover 
tee crucial breaking news story behind the 
emerging undead. With over 5Q.00G zombified 
Willamette residents now converging on the 
mail's location, Frank will soon discover that 
be Isn't the oniy person biting off way more 

Review 
Ratings = Awful > - Poor >= Decent Good » = Great 



Dragon Quest VIII: lourney 
of the Cursed King 

Sega Genesis Collection 
Platform: PlayStation 2 
Developer: Leva!-5 
Publisher: Square- Enix USA 
Release Gate: November IS, 2005 

When American gamers are asked to name ihpir 
favorite RPG games, nine out of ten times the words 
uFinalH and “Fantasy" will be uttered before ihe qoas- 
lion is even concluded. However, ask the seme ques¬ 
tion lo a gamer rn Japan and the words 'Dragon" 
and *Quesr will typically reign supreme. 

The series Dragon Quest, or Dragon Warrior as it is 
somewhat known as in America, is the combined 
works of creator Yujl Horli, artist Akira Toriyema, 
and musical composer Koichi Sugiyama. Together 
these three men crafted not only one of the best 
RPG series of all time, but quite possibly one of the most influential 
in the Japanese game industry. Ifs just a shame that it took eight games for 
their work to finally become popular in the USA. 

Dragon Quest VIII is the type of game that will appeal to not only the hardest 
of hardcore Dragon Quest fans, but for newcomers to the series as well , 
The story, like previous games in the series. Is a relatively light-hearted and 
colorful tale of good versus evil. Dhoulmagus. a seemingly evil court jester, 
has broken into the Kingdom of Trodain. stolen an infamously rare staff, and 
fumed the King and his daughter into a troll and horse respectively. As an 
unnamed and retotiveiy mute guard of tha Kingdom of Tnodaln, it Is his job lo 
stop Dhoulmagus and return peace to King and country. 

Along the way, the nameless hero wiU befriend throe more fighters lojoin his 
party, all of which have their own distinct stories and attitudes. Together, this 
group will be the world's last hope in stopping Dhoulmagus from completing 
his wicked task. For someone who has never played a Role Playing Game 
(RPG), Dragon Quest VIII is Incredibly easy to pick up and play. Uni ike the 
Final Fantasy series that continually evolves into a more complicated and 
confusing mess with every new Installment, Dragon Quest V||l pays homage 
to games in the series by keeping it simple and fun. 

One of the purest things about Dragon Quest VIII Is that it uses a good old- 
fashioned turn-based battle system, as opposed tD the "active time" system 
that has been flooding the RPG market lately. What th is means to ail the non- 
geeks out there is lhat when in battle gamers can capitalize on ihe sirategic 
nature of the game by using all the time ihey need to choose what attack or 
option they want to use. Another great thing about Dragon Quest VIII is Its 
vasteess. An average RPG runs around 40 hours, however this game could 
provide at least 00 hours of play. There is just that much to do. 

| Besides the main mission, gamers can collect items to mix into their Alchemy 
I Pol to make brand new items, fill their monster book by fighting every type 

of monster i n tha game, earn rewards for collecting tiny little "mini-medals" 
throughout the game, play slots, roulette, or bingo at one of the two casinos, 
or even, collect Infamous monsters to place on a team to fight In an under¬ 
ground Monster Arena. 

Dragon Quest VIII is one of those rare titles that will keep gamers coming 
back for more, it is a fast-paced adventure and features environments brim¬ 
ming with life and likeable characters, nol lo mention- an abundance oT things 
to see and do. Gamers that are at all fond of RPG's should report immedi¬ 
ately to tiheir local video game store and pick up 1 hIs game. 

- Erik Water* 

Platform: PSP 
Developer Digital Eclipse 
Publisher: Sega of America 
Release Date: November®. 2006 

is the PSP the best system for enjoying classic video 
games? It certainly seems that way. nol only with the 
surprising number of compilations and best-of releases 
lining the shelves, but ateo with its ability to play origi¬ 
nal PEayStation games via Sony's online network. The 
Sega Genesis Collection, released in slightly different 
flavors foe PSP and PS2, has the three ingredients a 
great compilation should have: quantity, quality, and 
variety (consider the goofy box art a bonus). For 
cartridge collectors, who have yet to take the 16-bit 
plunge, this disc is a fantastic sampling of what Ihe 
system has to offer. 

Included is an impressive 26 Sega-publlshed hits and near misses that 
ia the gamut of genres, from platformers and puzzlers to shooters and rote- 

playing games (sadly, sports fans are left on the sidelines). Standouts include 
ihe fi rst two Sonic and Vectorman games, the latter two Shinobi titles, and Ihe 
'final three Phantasy Stars on Genesis. The PSP version also features five 
Jjcoln-op hits (such . 
'as Super Zaxxon 
and Congo Bongo), 
hints, Irivis, artwork, 
and even video 
interviews that can 
’ all he unlocked by 
/.achieving specific 
milestones. One of 
the best features is 
the option to save 
progress at any 
time, and certain 
•titles, hke Columns, 
Altered Beast, and 
,Golden Axe, offer 
Ad-hoc wireless 
support for either 
co-op or versus play. 

Still, as with any collection, there are some notable omissions. Most role-play¬ 
ing gamers would gladly relinquish their enchanted broadswords for a slab at 
the two Shining Force titles or the overlooked Landstalker. Beat- 'em-up fans 
would have been happy to knock out Golden Axe til lor Streets of Rage, and 
strategy enthusiasts would have said 'tanks a tot’ for a wireless Herzog Zwet. 

^Hopefully the tilts will salt wal l enough for Sega to release future Installments. 
as the gams Is a 
bargain at an MSRP 
of 629.99 (espe¬ 
cially when ine same 
games are selling for 
BOO points apiece 
On the Wii's Virtual 
Console). Those won¬ 
dering whether Sega 
dtd what Nintendbdn't 
during the 16-brt 
generation should find 
the answer and more 
in the Sega Genesis 
Collection. 

- Scott Aten 
Marriott 
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Partners In Time 
Platform: Nintendo DS 
Developer AIpbaDream Corporation. Ltd. 
Publisher: Nintendo of America. Inc. 
Release Dale: November 29,2005 

Although the alien attack is similar to War of Ihe 
Worlds, Mario & Luigi: Partners in Time should 
cause a giggle or two rather than a national panic 
The role-playing aspects first Introduced through 
Super Mario RPG: Legend of the Seven Stars 
continues in Partners i n Time, as the broth¬ 
ers join forces with their preschool selves and 
travel through the past and present to rescue 
Pnnoess Peach and the Mushroom Kingdom tom 
the clutches of the evil Shroob nation. 

The infant versions of the plumbers ride piggyback on Mario and Luigi, and I 
each character can be directly controlled by pressing their corresponding 
action button. However, those not familiar with this type of play might find 
themselves selecting the wrong avatar. Players navigate each environment 
wilh the D-pad end the ection buttons, as Partners in Time is one of the few 
DS games that does not make use of the stylus For most of the adventure . 
the upper screen is used as a map, but when the babies are thrown into a 
pipe or they squeeze Into a secret passage the action ts transferred to the 
upper screen. 

During the turn-based battle sequences, players may use combined charac- 
ter combat actions and a variety 0f classic Super Mario Items es weapons 
including fire (lowers end cannonballs For example, Mario and Luigi ca n 
kick turtle shells back end forth at enemies to deliver double the hit points. 
Though most attacks gamer at least one hit paint, most of (he moves tor each 1 
character require spot on timing to receive the highest score. Bellies at the 
beginning of the game, when Jumping is the only attack option, are slaw and 
boring. Lastly, a good RPG should Fnclude the ability to shop, and Partners In I 
Time otters players a store where clothing, i tems, and badges are purchased. \ 
There are objects for each character, and the badges can be swapped be¬ 
tween avatars at any time. 

Partners in Time is ten to casually Jump In and dot of, but it doesn't hold an 
Older gamer's attention for very long. The dialogue is heavy at the beginning, j 
but after the tutorial levels and the hack story, conversations are kept to a 
minimum. Mario end Luigi wilt bold the attention spans of a younger genera- j 
tion quite wall, however, limited replay content means the game might be 
played once and then forgotten on tee shelf for retired adventures. 

- Grecfe Leach 

Commodork 
Ah, the BBS days. Anyone who ever called 
(or ran) e bulletin board system in those pre- 
fntemet years can tell you that tee sound of 
two modems connecting was a sound that 
could fill you with anticipation, and a sound 

that could best be described as a 
Moag synthesizer’s interpretation 

of two cals mating Text crawled 
across the screen at what seems 
now to be an agonisingly siow clip 
and yet wasn't your new 2400 

uaud modem sc much better than 
nd's way-outdated 
and It took an entire 

phone 
3d 
of 

picking up tea phone and getting an 
earful of modem opera) just to down¬ 
load ona program. That's tea era that 
VGCs own Rob O'Hara revisits in his first book, 
Commodork. Once you gat Into tha hook, even if you weren't 
around personally to experience those days when Ihe information super¬ 
highway was an unpaved din road, you'll feel like you were there yourself, 

Commodork lovingly recreates the BBS era with both technical and human 
detail The technical detail is a necessity because ft may be hard for younger 
readers to really ‘gat- the differences between bulletin boards and the 'net 
because if someone grew up in the age of the PlayStation One, tee BBS was 
already a tong-dead dinosaur to them. The human details Involved are tee 
evolution of the author himsetf, end the close circle of (fiends (and occasion¬ 
ally a tew anenrues) who he meets Hi rough the BBS scene at a young age 
They get older, they do crazy stuff in school, they graduate and go their sepa¬ 
rate ways, they gel married and have kids (or not), and not all of team evan 
make ft through the hue story in one piece This side of the narrative keeps 
Commodork from even remotely being dry and technical. Even readers with 
little patience for reading about the mechanics 0f multi-line ware* boards will 
find something to relate to here - and those of a certain age will almost begin 
lo feel like it's their story teat's being told. 

It's not for nothing teat Commodork has been rapturously received by many 
readers, especially those who are proud former members of tee tight-knit 
community of Commodore 64 users. But you don't need to have been a C64 
fan back in the day to enfoy this book. Highly recommended. 

- Esrf Green 
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Meteorites 
Platform; Atari 5200 
Developer: Elect ra Concepts 
Publisher; Electra Concepts 
Release Data. 1983 

I can't help but admire a company so bra- zen 
as to not only rip off every aspect of another game, 
but to steal that other game's title, too. Alas, the 
lawyer-weasels at Atari weren't m an admin ng mood 
whan they spotted an Atari 5200 game with the inge¬ 
nious name of Disasterokte at an earty-'SOs electronics 
trade show. And so it was that the brilliant Disasteroids 
became the bteh Meteorites. 

(No! only is it a boring title, but It's an improper title. too. Meteoroids are big- 
ass rooks in outer space; meteorites are big ass rocks that have plunged into 
Earth’s atmosphere end smarted into the surface. On a related note, dorks 
are video game reviewers who get their Jockeys in a wad over the incorrect 
usage of astronomical nomenclature.) 

Meteorites plays exactly as you'd expect a blatant Asteroid s clone to play, 
including a “Jawsn-like two-note “musical” theme with en ever-faster tempo, 
three sizes of 'raids (the smaller the reck, the higher its value), big/slow and 
smallffast UFOs, and the ability to enter hyperspece when you're about to be 
the meat in a space-rock sammtoh- 

Meieorites plays much better with Ihe use of the doohickey for which Electra 
Concepts was revered by 5200 freaks: the Masterplay Interface, which al¬ 
lowed self-centering digital joysticks for the Atari 2600 to be used with the 
5200 instead of the system's own tegendarily crap non-centering analog 
sticks. 

{The analog-control issue is believed to be why Atari never released Aster- 
olds for the 5200, despite announcing it as a launch title, and even program- 
fining it to completion; you can find the learfy-for-release ROM floating around 
the internet. Our pals at AteriProtos.com have heard of an “Asteroids Control¬ 
ler' that Atari developed s pacifically tor the 52DD version, possibly intended 
as a pack-an, but the added expense of such a device surety nipped that fctea 
in the bud.) 

Meteorites is the second-rarest game in the 5200 library, with only the 
psycho-rare Bounty Bob Strikes Beck! (which we reviewed way back in Is¬ 
sue 2} be ing a more valuable cart. The box is both hard to find and dull as 
dirt, though the upper-toft comer features a preteen boy demonstrating the 
distinctive hunchback posture of homo videogamus, 

Tank Command 
Platform; Atari 7800 
Developers; Donald Heiden. Richard Oimuzio. 
Dev»d Macy 
Publisher Froggo Games 
Release Cate: 1988 

Froggo hopped into the gaming biz In the late 
1980s, allegedly recruited by Alan as a much-need¬ 
ed third-party publisher for the 2800 (which Atari 
had relaunched as $49 budget hardware) end the 
7800 (which Atari was foolishly pitting against the 
Nintendo Entertainment System). 

Froggo's 2600 games were invariably crap, 
and ail originally released a half-decade earlier; 
Froggo purchased the rights to 3 half-dozen “abarwtonware" 
titles from the 2800's heyday and re-released them, a tew with dffterent 
names and a few with clumsily hacked graphics. But the two 7800 games 
Froggo pushed out the door before croaking wore original, if clearly deriva¬ 
tive. designs; Water Ski and Tank Command. 

Tank Command plays 3 in bit tike the 1982 coin-op Front Line, in that you're 
driving a tank up (he screen and shooting enemy tanks, bunkers, and soldiers 
as you go. The difference is that you have to set the range (or "energy.” as 
TC strangely calls it) of your cannon to one of eight preset distances before 
Firing. Get the range wrong, and your shell explodes before striking or after 
soaring over your intended target. 

This gameplay mechanic is more clumsy than clever, as there's no obvi¬ 

ous relation between range settings and shot distances, arid diagonal shots 
(revel much further than up/down/left/hght shots. Combine this mechanic 

with limited ammo and scarce reflls, and TC forces you to think about almosi 
every shot you take, 'which hampers the fun. You tan try to avoid the issue by 
using the same short-range setting, but that only seems to work through the 
first level. 

With just three short levels of play, Tank Command achieves its longevity 
exactly as you'd expect: the nanosecond you reach level 2, the difficulty level 
skyrockets from challenging to obscene, and at level 3, from obscene to 
unholy. Of course, iF you're familiar with classic games, you're very fam iliar 
with this lactic. 

As with the Odyssey?, the Atari 7800 $ game library Is easy and cheap to col- 
- Zach Wes to n reel, with one wallet-bruising exception On the 02, it's Power Lords; on the 

■ 7800, it's Tank Command. (Water Ski is needy as rare, but Tank Command is 
I the slightly batter game.) 

-Zuch Meston 
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THE NEXT GREAT ACTION « 
^RRGlFROMiTHE CREATORS § f 
OFTHHaysSBERIES. 1 

“Classic Faleom gaming reborn in a 
21st-century package... It’s simply 
too good and too honest a gaming 
experience to pass up.” 

— PUflMi$&z[rv£ 

'Gurumln: A Monstrous Adventure 
combines beautiful visuals With a 
solid soundtrack for a great RPG 
experience.” 

-SPGftMER.COM 

Silver Award 
— FftniCsu Magazine 
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Download: 
Punch-Out!! 
Featuring Mr. Dream 
Platform; Wii Virtual Console 
Developer. Nintendo Co.. Lid. 
Publisher; Nintendo of America 

If s been over 15 years since Lillte Mac made his big, big 
impression on ihe £l-bt NES, and like a certain Italian 
Stallion, he's nowhere near ready to retire. Nintendo's 
arcade boxing classic makes -is Virtual Console debut as 
Ihe 1990 '‘f'evfeadf version of Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! 
After losing his heavyweight title. Ihe man known as “Iron 
Mike1' would never regain his former success, instead go¬ 
ing on a downward spiral of battering, bullying, and biting 
lhat certainly didn't get with a family friendly arcade game 
That said, Mr. Dream ain't Mike Tyson, even if ha features 
the same moves. H's like trying to replace a Rottweiler 
with a St. Bernard. 

The game is otherwise identical, from the ihree^Dund 
bouts lo such personality-infused peiookas as Class 
Joe, King Hippo, and Don Flamenco Where Fonch-QutH 
shines is its fast-paced, almost strategic action that never 
degenerates into a button-mashing contest tike so many 
other early boxing titles, from Activision's Boxing to Date 
East's Ring King The secret may lie in Punch-dull! being 
less a boxing game m the iradrtional sense end more e 
series of boss fights, where you have to quickly identify 
visual cues and then. read, by dodging lo the left or right, 
blocking, or countering by punching low or high al the 
precise moment. 

The object is to defeal a total of 13 opponents (ten 
original fighters end three rematches) unlrl you reach the 
"dream match” against, well, Mr Dream The size contrast 
between your character and his nvals adds to Ihe whimsy 
- Little Mac literally jumps in Ihe air to connect with jabs 
- but Ihe largely unobsteucied view Is of gmal help when 
irying lo figure 

ous anima¬ 

—ti|ppiiniv, " 
- -mm—■ -— a 

fi : 
m 

*3L 
tion. |he dramatic, character-reefing super punches, or 
the excitement one gets from roofing lor Ihe underdog 
There's nothing quite like seeing the little man gel his due, 
especially when you're Ihe one controlling it. 

-$COH Alan Marriott 
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Sega Game Gear Coni Sega 6a(ne geaf Conl sjja Game Gear Cant ^ Sega Game Gear GoJjjt 

Almosl as fun as GTA, 
Then again..,not bo much 

www.tradengames.com 

Visit our Retail Store: 
1049 Gravois Road 
Fenton. MO 63026 
(636) 349-3 I 13 

Hours; 12 p.tn. - 8 p.m., Mon day-Saturday 

Trade- N -Games is not just another online store! 
With over 10,000 games and systems in stock and new 
stock coming in daily, we prohably have that harchto- 
find item on your list. Our retail store is designed for 
collectors and gamers alike. With great quality, service, 
and pricing, we are the #1 source for all your video 
game needs. 

Our online store features: 
No Stock Photos—What you see is what you get! 
Every items is clearly pictured 
Fast Shipping - Estimate online before you buy 
Search by title, price or system 

Our retail store features: 
Collectors' Case 
Reality Check Arena Game Room 
Great Trades or Cash for your games 
Friendly Service 

FREE SHIPPING! PayPal 
Enter“VGCSUMMER" in the discount box during checkout on your first online purchase of % I 5 or more and receive free shipping. 
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visit us online at 
Get the latest and greatest info on shows, events, special issues and more! 

Order extra copies of back issues and sign up as a VGC Subscriber 

Visit all of our great sponsors with links to the best gaming resources in 
the industry! 
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Itie categories "Video Game Me 
ifl" or in "Video Games^Othar" F 

I sometimes an item will be locale 
• compFeleiy differenl, non-gammc 

For example. a Metet Gear Solid" 
S lighter mighl be pteced under "Lig 
S po" and you'll never know il withoi 
k the search bo*, Your best bet is to 
t all categories and u se d iffarenl cor 
1 1 ions of "promo." “promotional," "prc 

game" "promotional video game ' i 

Collecting Promotional Items for Fun and Profit 
(But Mainly Just for Fun) 

So you’ve finally managed to find every PiaySlation game., have a massive li¬ 
brary of Sega tiltes, and the folks al Nintendo practically knew your name. Or 
maybe you're on a light budget and can barely afford one game 
a month let atone stah up an awesome collection Or maybe 
you're just bored wito gaming and would like to Iry collecting 
something different Whatever your situation rs, here is the 
perfect solution for you Collecting video game promotional 

I items'! 

So what is a promotional item? Simple Promotional items 
are things that gaming companies give lo stores, game re¬ 
viewers, and gome players as a way of spreading She word 
about a particular game or the company itself, These Hems 
can range from the usual posters, display stands, DVDs, 
soundtracks, pens, and buttons to more exolie items like 
replica swords, first aid kite, skateboard decks, pockel 
watches, and crystal wine decanters. They ere consid¬ 
ered lo be a different breed Ihan memorabilia, because 
while memorabilia is mass-produced and available to toe 
average Joe (or Jane), promo items are generally limited 
in number and aren'i meant to be sold (although that 
doesn't prevent them popping up on eBay all the lime), 
That fact atone makes having a large promo collection 
pretty darn impressive (and fun to bool) 

All right, so now whaT? Where should you begin? 
Here's some tips lo get you slatted: 

1. Gel a Job al a game store or. if thai's impossible, get 
chummy with the store's employees. You’d be surprised at 
how many managers would be happy lo give you leftover 
posters and displays since they usually end up in the trash 
anyways. (IT you choose to go tote route, bo very careful mat 
you don’t end up being one of those annoying people Ehal hang 
out in from of the PS 3 display all day tong and don't buy anything They hate 
thal) Make monthly visits or give the manager your phone number or e-mail 
address and ask politely il ho can call you before anything gate dumped You 
cam gel a LOT of stuff tor free this way. 

2. Go "’Dumpster Diving."' Those giant Dumpsters behind the game store's 
building can be a treasure trove of old discarded stuff, bolh old and new 
However, be very careful if you decide to start digging, other things like glass 
and rolled food can be in Ihere as well amJ you don’t wanl lo get hurt. Also, 
be wery during the summertime because tor some reason bees and yel- 
lowfackete like Lo hang out around these things, and lbs last thing you need is 
a huge swarm chasing you down the scree! while you're dragging a tour foot 
Gears of Wa r standee 

3. Take advantage of pre-ordering games GameStop, EB Games, and 
pretty much every game store chain offer advance reservations on games 
for aboul a flve-dollar fee As an incentive to sell more games (or create 
the appearance of soiling more games), many publishers like lo give 
out goodies when you plunk down cash early Most of those are cheapo 
things like a small plush ie, a cheap watch, or a DVD. but others are pretty 
darn awesome. (The bonuses for Castievania: Portrait of Rum and Okami are 
prime examples ) The good news is that you can "cheat" a Eilfte bit to get 
as many of these as you want for just a single fee. All you have to do is 
place a pre-order, pick up your item, don't buy toe game, and transfer 
your live-buck credit for another pre-order. Lather, rinse, and repeal 
until (he trunk of your ear explodes with gamey goodness 

A. Join, a video game message board-Almost 
every video gaming torum has a ‘‘Buy/Sell' sec¬ 
tion and you can find soma really greet items 
at really great prices. These are also good 
spots lo slart amassing some of the more 
rare promos since people in toe industry 
like lo talk about games fusl like the rest 
of us. Jusi be careful lhai yog don't get 
ripped off; do some research on a user 
before making any deals with him or her. 
A few places to start with are digkpress 

com, atariage.cam. and assemblergamos com. 

6, eBay. eBay, eBay! H's the ultimate resource for collecling promos Every 
I waiting for your 
J|y located under 

i Game Memorabil- 
___'C -L^/T However, 

will be located under a 
“ section 

“ ^ 
.. J under "Lightars/Zip- 
know il without using 

^_r best bet is to search 
J use differenl combina- 
“promotional," "promo 

- -■ v and so 011- 
_however 

First, you run the risk of getting scammed out 
of your money Use PayPal Or a credit ca rd to 
help pfoieci you in case anything goes wrong 
Second, (here's a chance of paying high 
prices, especially for items lhat totally kick ass 

or for items that are tor the popular game of toe 
moment (Examples: A replica broadsword wito 
shealh for Mew Legends recently sold for $133, 

' "*s of ibis writing anything related lo God of 
or Gears of War 15 going tor big bucks.) 

And finally, watch out for price gouging whan it 
comes to shipping (A DVD should NOT cost SlO 

ship via media mail.) 

6. Attend a gaming or comic booik convention. E3 is unfortunately no 
longer with us (and odds are you wouldn't have been able 10 gel inside toe 
front doors anyway), but there are several olher shows out there where you 
can nab some stuff The Sen DieQC Comic Con has several game publish¬ 
ers as exhibitors (including the big toree of Sony. Nintendo and Microsoft), 
and nearly all of them have goodies to give away. There are also pleniy more 
lesser known conventions wito mdiwdual vendors, and sometimes these guys 
have some shift as welt (especially pre-order bonuses and retailer displays). 
Seme conventions to watch tor are toe Classic Gaming Expo. toe Midwest 
Gaming Classic, (he VideoGame Expo, and llie CinciC lassie. 

Dk, so now you'va got your sources, and you'vs cleared out enough space in 
your house (or apartment, dorm, cubicle, whatever) to start showing off your 
collection to everybody. Bui what if you're more interested in making money, 
would promotional items be considered to he a good investment? 

Honestly, it depends- Anything related lo classic series 
like Super Mario Bros., The Legend of Zelda, Pac-Man, 

or Final Fantasy seem (0 be worth more than something 
foe a game that hardly anyone has played Other items togf 

are, well, useful like a USB flash drive, watch, or calculator 
can command decenl prices as well High-quality and rare 

items (which press-only promos usually are) can sometimes 
gel high prices tod, Combine el! toree in a single item and 
the seller can pretty much get whatever he’s asking for The 
perfect example of this is Nintendo’s 2t>05 E3 press kit. It 
consisted of a folder with information about Ihe GameCutte, 

DS, and upcoming Wn. and it also included a unique DS skin 
with a facsimile of Shhgeru Miyamoto's signature on il Not too much ol a big 

deal, except for one more thing; also included was a DS cartridge that was 
nothing more than a preview movie of The Legend of Zekta Twilight Princess 
on il. Since many people are game collectors toe price ol to is kit has skyrock¬ 
eted. What once was free now goes for around $150 on eBay. Now that's an 
investment 

So there you have it, a beginner s gurde to your new hobby. It's fun, it's 
challenging, and it's different, but the best pad is the feeling you gel when 
a friend of yours stops by, sees your collodion, and says 'Holy $'#& toat's 
COOL1" Have ton, and good tockf 

■ Krfsfi'ne Roper 
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